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The purpose of this study was the design of a curricular model for

the undergraduate preparation of Texas high school coaches. The model

was based on the perceptions of Texas coaches concerning the adequacy

of their professional preparation. The issue of a state certification for

coaching was also examined.

A questionnaire designed to assess professional education,

experiences, certification, and competencies of athletic coaches was

utilized. This instrument was developed by Roger Hatlem at Springfield

College in 1972.

The sample comprised 417 male and female coaches employed at

Texas public high schools. Responses were tabulated by size

classification of school as well as by the coaching experience of the

respondent.

A total of 86.8 percent of the coaches had completed major or

minor requirements for degrees in physical education. Forty-five percent

had completed a graduate degree; physical education was indicated as

the most prevalent graduate area of study.

The majority of coaches (64.6%) believed that coaching certification

would improve the quality of coaching in Texas. Coaches favored a

coaching certification process in addition to teaching certification

(61.5%), but were negative toward a coaching certification program that



would allow non-teachers to coach (68.8%). The preferred method for

attaining certification was the completion of specified courses in physical

education (64.6%), while 18 hours of credit were reported as the desired

amount of course work necessary for certification. Two-thirds of the

coaches believed that any certification process enacted should not be

made retroactive.

A majority of the coaches recommended the following courses for

inclusion in a coaching preparation curriculum: athletic injuries,

athletic training, first aid, principles of coaching, athletic conditioning,

program administration, kinesiology, anatomy, coaching methods,

psychology of coaching, physiology, officiating, sport law, and exercise

physiology. An internship in coaching was also recommended by ninety-

two percent of the sample. It was found with the exception of athletic

training, psychology of coaching, coaching internships, and sport law,

that all courses were offered by a majority of the four year institutions in

Texas.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Athletic programs are recognized as a special and vital component

of the total educational environment. As such, those who work with

athletes should possess special competencies in order to be effective

educators.

Increases in athletic participation (McIntyre, 1979; Odenkirk,

1986) have resulted in a demand for qualified coaches that far outweighs

the supply. This situation has been addressed in many states through

the hiring of teachers certified in academic areas who have little or no

background in physical education and coaching. In some states hiring

practices include non-certified personnel entering the coaching field

(Sisley & Wiese, 1987).

The athletic environment is a teaching situation where lack of

preparation and incompetence can have serious real-world

consequences. Decisions in cases involving litigation over athletic injury

often rest upon the competence and training of the coach in the situation

(van der Smissen, 1980; Wiedner, 1989).

Many studies have reported that education and athletic

professionals both agree that specialized education for coaches should

exist in some form (Aldridge, 1975; Ball, 1980; Cox, 1983; Sumner,

1988; Houseworth, et. al., 1990). The most prevalent suggestion for

meeting such educational needs is through the undergraduate

1
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curriculum. Proposals range in nature from a minimum of a minor in

coaching to the attainment of state certification in the field of coaching.

The identification of coaching competencies and the development of a

state wide coaching curriculum in Texas is one major step toward

ensuring competency and professionalism in coaching.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of the study concerned the development of a model

undergraduate curriculum to be used in the coaching certification of

secondary level coaches in Texas.

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study were to:

a) examine the educational preparation of selected secondary

coaches in Texas;

b) identify courses of study perceived as necessary by current

coaches for the undergraduate preparation of coaches in Texas;

c) construct a model curriculum for the undergraduate

preparation of coaches in Texas colleges and universities;

d) ascertain the degree to which this model conforms to the

undergraduate curriculum of four year institutions in Texas which offer

degrees in physical education.

Research Questions

The continued emphasis on assessing the competency of those

engaged in various fields of education suggested the following questions:
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1) Which undergraduate major and minor fields of study are most

prevalent among current secondary coaches in Texas?

2) To what extent have secondary coaches in Texas engaged in

graduate work?

3) What are the most common graduate majors and minors?

4) Which physical education courses have been included in the

backgrounds of current secondary coaches in Texas?

5) What is the extent of the competitive backgrounds of secondary

coaches in Texas relative to sports currently coached?

6) What are the perceived criteria used in hiring secondary

coaches in the state of Texas?

7) Do secondary coaches perceive their education as having

provided an acceptable degree of preparation to enter the field of

coaching?

8) Which courses in the undergraduate curriculum were

perceived by secondary coaches as essential to prepare educators to

become effective coaches?

9) What priority should these courses be given in the formulation

of a model curriculum?

10) Is a coaching internship perceived as a desirable component in

the preparation of coaches?

11) Do current secondary coaches believe that a minimum

standard of certification for coaches would improve the caliber of coaches

and the coaching in Texas?

12) Do current secondary coaches favor a certification process

separate from teaching in order to coach in Texas?
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13) What form might such a certification process take?

14) Do secondary coaches with degrees in physical education feel

differently about coaching certification than those with either a minor in

physical education or no physical education degree?

15) If a certification process were adopted, should such a process

be made retroactive?

16) Should coaching certification become a reality, to what extent

are current undergraduate physical education programs in Texas able to

meet the requirements of a proposed curriculum?

Significance of the Study

Many studies have been conducted in an attempt to determine the

level of coaching preparation necessary to efficiently and effectively work

with secondary students in various sports. The common findings of such

studies reveal that coaches with some degree of physical education

background are better prepared to coach than are their counterparts

without physical education preparation, or those hired without

certification of any type.

Issues that pertain to the educational background of secondary

coaches have been the topic of discussion at several national

conferences. The National Education Association (1954) stressed the

need for some form of coaching certification system. Conferences

sponsored by the American Association for Health, Physical Education

and Recreation (AAHPER) in 1962, 1967, and 1973 all addressed this

question (AAHPER, 1962; AAHPER, 1968; Maetozo, 1971; AAHPER,
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1974). The 1967 conference resulted in the publishing of minimum

standards for coaches (Maetozo, 1971).

Many educators believe that a national standard for coaching

certification should exist, while others believe that such certification

should be a state issue. Cissell (1990) has suggested a general design for

such a standard. He believes that one enters a profession as a qualified

contributor when the individual aspires to high levels of skill and

competence. Institutions of higher education contribute by establishing

sound preparation programs that ensure development of needed

competencies. Professional societies in the field contribute by assuring

that the professional standards are high. State and federal governments

must set licensing standards that assure quality, and consumer

advocacy agencies must inform the consumer about the quality of

services received.

Donna Lopiano, Director of Women's Athletics at the University of

Texas, and an outspoken proponent for professional standards has

stated that national associations must set a "visible national standard . .

. . to support state level efforts" (1986, pp. 36-37). The suggestion has

been made that a joint committee be formed composed of members from

organizations such as the National Association for Sport and Physical

Education, the National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics,

the United States Olympic Committee, the AAHPERD, and various other

national associations of coaches and administrators. Such a committee

would develop a set of minimum competencies for coaches and a

certifying exam. Such competencies could be attained through

undergraduate preparation (Lopiano, 1986).
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In spite of such conferences and the many suggestions concerning

standards for coaches, little action has been taken on this issue. There

has been no major attempt to go beyond suggested guidelines and

establish a national program for the certification of coaches. As such,

this issue has become a concern that has been addressed in various

ways at the state level.

At present, only six states have some form of coaching certification,

while nine other states have voluntary coaching certification programs in

effect (Sisley & Wiese, 1987). The most disturbing statistic might be that

twelve states require neither a teaching certificate nor a coaching

certificate in order for someone to be employed as a secondary level

coach. In addition to this, six states require teaching certification for

head coaches only.

The impact a coach has on the physical and emotional

development of young people is immense. To permit unprepared

personnel to become involved in a program as intensive as

interscholastic athletics may have potentially serious consequences. It is

important for those in education such as school boards,

superintendents, principals, and personnel directors to understand the

need to hire coaching personnel who possess desired competencies.

This study investigated the preparation of secondary coaches in

Texas. From the backgrounds of these coaches and their perceptions of

what constitutes competent coaching, a model curriculum has been

developed for the undergraduate preparation of coaches in Texas colleges

and universities. The conclusions of the study may assist in the

development of a coaching curriculum at the undergraduate level. The
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conclusions may also assist public school administrators in the difficult

task of hiring competent coaches.

The study is significant for these reasons:

1) It contributes to the literature regarding the general problem of

coaching certification.

2) It provides background information on current secondary

coaches in Texas.

3) It provides a theoretical model for an undergraduate coaching

curriculum for Texas colleges and universities.

4) It provides an analysis of the possible problems facing

institutions of higher education should such a model be implemented.

Definition of Terms

The following terms and professional associations are integral to

any study of coaching certification and are defined for this study by the

following descriptions.

1. American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation

and Dance (AAHPERD). National professional organization for physical

educators, health educators, recreation specialists, dance educators, and

those engaged in athletic coaching. Formerly known as the American

Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation (AAHPER).

Publishes the Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance

(JOPERD).

2. American Coaching Effectiveness Program (ACEP). Program

designed to aid volunteer youth coaches to attain competency in selected

coaching skills.
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3. Certification. The process by which a state department of

education grants official authorization to a person that will enable

employment in a specific field. It signifies attained competency in a state

area (Johnson, et. al., 1988).

4. Coaching Minor. Undergraduate track that enables a

prospective coach to gain competency in selected areas by successful

completion of various courses. Such a program usually consists of

between 15 and 24 credit hours.

5. Coaching Practicum/Internship. A program designed to enable

the future coach to gain practical field experience in the coaching setting

under the supervision of a coaching professional.

6. Competency. The demonstrated ability to perform specific

tasks at a specified level of skill or accuracy (Johnson, et. al., 1988).

7. Division of Men's Athletics (DMA). A division of the AAHPER

which dealt with issues relevant to interscholastic and intercollegiate

athletic programs for men. No longer in existence.

8. Endorsement. A rider attached to state education credentials

which evidences that a person has gained expertise in a specific area

beyond those stated by the certificate.

9. Interscholastic athletics. Highly organized athletic programs at

the junior or senior high level coached by paid professionals under the

supervision of the school administration.

10. National Association for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS).

Membership association of AAHPERD concerned with issues dealing with

athletic participation and athletic programs for girls and women.
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11. National Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE).

A membership association of AAHPERD concerned with issues dealing

with sport and the teaching of physical education.

12. National Athletic Trainers Association (NATA). National

certifying body for athletic trainers in the United States.

13. National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP). Nationwide

program in Canada that certifies coaches from the youth level through

the international competition level.

14. National Interscholastic Association of Athletic Directors

(NIAAA). Professional membership organization for junior and senior

high athletic directors. The organization deals with issues of significance

to interscholastic athletics. Administers a voluntary certification

program for interscholastic athletic directors.

15. National Soccer Coaches Association of America (NSCAA). A

certifying agency for soccer coaches in the United States. Coaches

receive a national level certificate to coach soccer.

16. National Youth Sport Coaches Association (NYSCA). Certifying

association for coaches involved in youth sport programs, usually in

conjunction with recreation and parks departments.

17. Texas Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation

and Dance (TAHPERD). Texas professional membership association for

physical and dance educators, and recreation specialists. Publishes the

TAHPERD JOURNAL.

18. Texas High School Coaches Association (THSCA). Professional

membership organization for all interscholastic coaches in Texas.

Publishes Texas Coach.
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19. United States Field Hockey Association (USFHA). National

governing body of field hockey coaches and certifying agency for coaches

interested in field hockey.

20. United States Gymnastics Safety Association (USGSA).

Professional membership organization for gymnastics teachers and

coaches. Offers a certification program for those interested in coaching

or administrating gymnastic programs or meets.

21. United States Soccer Federation (USSF). A certifying agency for

soccer coaches that can result in either state or national level

certification to coach soccer.

Delimitations of the Study

This study surveyed Texas high school coaches with no

consideration given to gender. Responses of coaches are tabulated by

classification of high school as well as by length of coaching experience.

The population consists of only those coaches employed at public high

schools. Those employed in private high schools have not been included.

The model curriculum developed from respondents is compared to

existing curriculums at four-year colleges and universities in the state of

Texas. The curriculum at two-year colleges has not been included in the

study.
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CHAPTER II

SYNTHESIS OF RELATED LITERATURE

National Historical Perspective

Whether secondary school coaches should be certified in areas

relevant to coaching is a long standing topic for discussion. Historically,

the forerunners of today's coaches were volunteers when athletics first

became part of school programs in the late nineteenth century. The

hiring of former athletes to serve as athletic coaches became the trend

during the early part of the twentieth century. This tendency to employ

non-faculty as coaches continued into the first part of the 1920s. Later

in that decade, as physical education emerged as a discipline, most

physical educators were also employed as coaches. Preparation for

coaching was viewed as adequate when one possessed a degree in

physical education (Sadler & Chevrette; 1987).

As interest in athletics grew, the demand for coaches with some

background in physical education soon outgrew the supply. The period

following World War II was a time of substantial change for secondary

education. Physical education certification standards were set at the

1948 Jackson's Mill National Conference on Undergraduate Preparation,

while graduate standards were addressed at the 1950 Pere Marquette

Conference on Graduate Preparation (Snyder & Scott, 1954). While these

conferences spoke to the question of certification for physical education

14
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and not coaching, they did begin the trend toward the certification of

specialists in the field of education.

As early as 1950 many leading educators were concerned about

the professional preparation of coaches and called for additional

preparation beyond those courses required for certification in physical

education (Sisley, 1984). The Education Policies Commission of the

National Education Association stressed the need for certification of

secondary level coaches. Recommendations included the specific

preparation of coaches through degrees in physical education, as the

Commission believed that athletics belonged within the field of physical

education (Education Policies Commission, 1954). Despite this

recognition by some, Meinhardt (1971) reports that surveys taken during

the 1950s indicate that many states required that a coach had only to be

certified as a teacher with no required major, while a few states had no

requirements of any kind for the employment of coaches.

The Professional Preparation Conference held in January, 1963

under the guidance of the American Association of Health, Physical

Education and Recreation (AAHPER) issued one of the first national

statements concerning coaching certification (AAHPER, 1962). Minimum

competencies were discussed for coaches whose training was not in

physical education, with playing experience being given a high priority.

Included in the basic recommendation was the significant statement that

"Men who have coaching responsibilities should be certified if they are

not professionally prepared as physical education majors" (AAHPER,

1962, p. 6).
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Coaching certification was the major topic of discussion at the

Ohio Green Meadows Conference of May, 1965 (Hixson, 1966). A twenty

semester hour standard was proposed for certification in coaching. Five

major recommendations concerning coaching certification were

published. These recommendations included:

1. the need for special coaching certification

2. the recognition of teachers certified in physical education as

qualified to coach

3. recognition of the state department of education as the

certifying agent

4. the promotion of standards that protect the coach

5. a change in teacher education programs that would better meet

the needs of coaching professionals.

In 1967 the AAHPER Division of Men's Athletics (DMA) organized a

Task Force on Certification of High School Coaches. This Task Force is

described by Massengale (1984) as being the start of the certification

movement. Proposals included minimum standards for coaches who did

not have a background in physical education (Esslinger, 1971; Maetozo,

1971). Recommended competency areas included 3 hours in the medical

aspects of coaching, 3 hours in the principles and problems of coaching,

6 hours in the theory and technique of coaching, 2 hours in

kinesiological foundations of coaching, and 2 hours in the psychological

foundations of coaching. The AAHPER (1968) further cited the need for

certification in a school safety policies statement that said "all

instructional personnel should be properly certified for their area of

instruction (p. 30)".
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A booklet was published by the DMA in 1971 which set forth the

rationale for coaching certification (Maetozo, 1971). This booklet was

widely distributed to school administrators, athletic personnel and

physical educators involved in teacher preparation programs in an

attempt to further educate these groups concerning the need for

certification.

Despite the number of conferences and task force statements, a

1972 nationwide survey (Noble & Corbin, 1978) disclosed that 45 states

had no specific coaching requirements, but that most states did require

coaches to be certified teachers. In only 3 states were additional

requirements needed to coach.

The 1973 AAHPER Professional Preparation Conference (AAHPER,

1974) lent strong support to the 1967 recommendations of the DMA Task

Force on Certification of High School Coaches. It was stressed that these

standards applied to coaching certification and not physical education

certification. As a result of this support, the National Association for

Sport and Physical Education (NASPE) began a national program with

the objective to help establish and institute requirements for certification

in conjunction with state committees. An Implementation of Coaching

Certification Committee was organized to handle this task (Ball, 1980).

In 1987 the Joint Committee on Coaching Certification of NAGWS

and NASPE issued a position paper on coaching certification. This study

encouraged the preparation of potential coaches through professional

programs designed to develop coaching competencies.

Since the middle of the 1970s much has been written about the

need for coaching certification, but little has been accomplished in the
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way of an organized national effort to enact such certification. A 1980

survey by Noble and Sigle showed that 39 states required head coaches

to have teacher certification, but due to Title IX and the increasing

number of athletic teams, 34 states have allowed the hiring of non-

certified individuals to coach either as a regular practice or on an

emergency basis. The data complied by Sisley and Wiese (1987) show

that 25 states require all coaches to hold teaching certification. In

addition, only six states require some form of coaching certification,

while nine others have voluntary certification programs. A comparison of

these findings to the 1972 survey by Noble and Corbin clearly

demonstrates that those engaged in coaching are less prepared to coach

today than in the past.

Historical Perspective - State of Texas

During the decade of the 1930s the state of Texas began to require

that a major in physical education was necessary to gain employment as

an interscholastic coach ("Should Coaches," 1979). This requirement

changed around 1950 when it was decreed that any certified teacher

could coach regardless of undergraduate major or minor.

On four different occasions recommendations have been submitted

to the Texas Education Agency (TEA) regarding certification or an

endorsement in athletic coaching. The first major recommendation was

made in July, 1959. The Commission on Health and Physical Education,

through the Texas Curriculum Studies Report called for a certificate

endorsement for anyone wishing to coach (Commission, 1959). In July,

1966 a report from the Professional Education Conference of the Texas
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Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation (TAHPER)

proposed a program calling for a coaching endorsement for coaches of

boys' sports (TAHPER, 1966).

A joint recommendation to the TEA for a study of the need for

certification was made in July, 1971. Making the recommendation were

representatives from the Texas High School Coaches Association

(THSCA), the Texas Association of School Administrators, the Texas

Association of School Boards, and the University Interscholastic League

(McIntyre, 1979; "Proposal for," 1979). No official action was taken by

either the Board of Examiners for Teacher Certification or the Board of

Education. Informal information ("Proposal for," 1979", 1979) revealed

that the recommendations had been rejected by key TEA officials.

The fourth major attempt at securing coaching certification took

place in June, 1979. Acting on a recommendation of the TAHPER Board

of Directors, representatives from TAHPER, THSCA, and the Texas High

School Girls Sports Association formed a Joint Committee on Coaching

Endorsement ("Proposal for," 1979). A proposal was made that called for

twelve semester hours as a basis for an endorsement. Included in the

areas of study were human anatomy and physiology, management

procedures in coaching, and the care and prevention of athletic injuries.

Suggested elective areas beyond the proposed twelve hours included

biomechanics and the psychology of coaching. The proposal received

little or no consideration by the agency.

Failing to gain either a certification or an endorsement, the THSCA

attempted to secure a permissive endorsement granted by colleges and
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universities based on the completion of certain prerequisite courses.

This proposal was also turned down by TEA.

Eddie Joseph, Assistant Executive Vice President of the THSCA,

has stated that the major opposition to such proposals has come from

superintendents in west Texas and those in rural communities. The

feeling of such administrators is that certification in any form would be

restrictive and would further limit their ability to hire coaches (Joseph,

1990).

During the past decade there has been continued interest on the

part of TAHPER and the coaching associations concerning a coaching

certification program. With the exception of a few isolated studies, little

has been done in an organized or cohesive manner to enact such a

program.

Arguments For and Against Coaching Certification

There are many arguments for and against any program that

would require specialized certification for secondary coaches. Chief

among the arguments for such certification is the fact that due to an

increasing number of athletic programs, the demand for coaches has far

exceeded the supply.

While athletic programs for boys have evidenced a steady increase,

the greatest impact has been felt in programs for girls. With the passage

of Title IX legislation in the early 1970s, programs for girls have

increased in size and scope beyond the expectations of anyone associated

with interscholastic athletics (McIntyre, 1979; Odenkirk, 1986). An

example of this growth is illustrated in program statistics from
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Minnesota (Adams, 1978; "Qualifications of", 1978). The number of

varsity programs for girls in 1971-72, pre-Title IX years, was 493. Three

years after the passage of the legislation, 1975-76, there were 2,280

varsity teams, each requiring one varsity coach and any number of

assistant coaches, junior varsity and freshman team coaches.

Traditionally, the group most responsible for filling coaching

positions have been teachers certified in physical education. The

unexpected growth in athletic programs has caused a demand greater

than the existing supply of physical educators or physical education

teaching positions (Sadler & Chevrette, 1987). In addition to this, there

has been an increase in teacher-coaches who give up coaching but who

retain their teaching assignments (Odenkirk, 1986).

To meet this demand for coaches many states have allowed

certified teachers with no major or minor in physical education to coach.

Rainer Martens, founder of the American Coaching Effectiveness

Program (ACEP) ("Coping with", 1988) finds this practice to be "... .

based on a false assumption that because you're licensed as a teacher

you're going to be qualified to coach. I think it is pretty obvious to people

that training a good math teacher does not necessarily qualify you to be

a good coach (p. 21)". Sadler and Chevrette (1987) cite the fact that most

coaches without physical education credentials have little or no training

in conditioning techniques, techniques of coaching a particular sport, or

the care of athletic injuries. In their opinion, hiring such personnel is

educationally unsound.

It is estimated that as many as one-quarter of all head coaches

have neither a major or minor in physical education and do not have
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adequate supplemental coaching skills (Johnson et. al., 1986). The

United States Sports Academy sponsored a survey following the Olympic

Games in 1972 in an attempt to evaluate the credentials of people in

coaching ("Here's what's," 1986). The results indicated that over 70% of

secondary school coaches do not have a major in physical education;

over 65% do not have a minor in physical education; and over half have

never competed in sports. Studies by Caputo (1978) and Fyfe (1971)

revealed that the majority of coaches in Pennsylvania and Colorado were

deficient in identified areas of professional coaching preparation. In

California school administrators have estimated that 50 percent of their

coaches are non-faculty, while it has been estimated in Maine that over

70 percent of high school coaches are "walk-ons" ("Coping with," 1988).

A summary of five studies (Kelley & Brightwell, 1984) reveals that

important decisions concerning such areas as the organization and

administration of training and conditioning programs, and the care and

treatment of athletic injuries are being made by coaches who do not

possess adequate knowledge or training in these areas.

Coaches and administrators surveyed in Illinois (Houseworth, et.

al., 1990) believed that coaches are less than adequately educated in

such areas as psychology, physiology, athletic injuries and

administrative methods. Teaching methods and sport specific

information were rated as areas in which coaches are most educated.

An alarming trend has been the practice in many states to hire

non-certified, part time employees to coach based on their playing

experience or interest in the area. Maetozo (1981) has termed this trend

the 'rent-a-coach' concept. Sabock and Chandler-Garvin (1986) made
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the point that a school district would not think of allowing a non-certified

person to teach first grade based on the fact that they had once been in

first grade, but non-certified personnel are allowed to coach based only

on their playing experience. Their studies have shown that as of 1986,

41 states allow the hiring of part time coaches, and only 14 of these

require teaching certification.

The supply of qualified coaches is further reduced due to a change

in emphasis by university physical education programs. The traditional

physical education teacher preparation curriculum that often included

an associated coaching emphasis is being replaced in popularity by the

exercise sciences. Increasing numbers of potential teacher-coaches are

looking at avenues of employment other than secondary teaching-

coaching positions (Odenkirk, 1986; Sadler & Chevrette, 1987).

If a proper learning environment is to be fostered, quality

leadership is as vital in athletics as it is in any area of education. It is

argued that high school coaches are the primary protectors of the health

and safety of participants. Maetozo (1971) states that, "The most

important factor influencing the participant is the coach. There seems to

be little disagreement on this point, as judged by sports leaders,

educators, and former players. Also, the right kind of leadership is

paramount to the development of properly controlled and regulated

programs of sport (p. 1)." The hiring of coaches with no physical

education certification as well as the practice of hiring non-faculty, part

time employees to coach does not appear to be in the best interest of

programs or participants.
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A study by Aldridge (1975) showed that coaches, administrators,

and state education and athletic association officials agree on the need

for some type of additional requirements for those wishing to coach.

Similar studies have been conducted on the state level and indicate a

majority sentiment for certification. Studies done among groups of

coaches and administrators in Arkansas, Colorado, Louisiana,

Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Texas reveal results that range

from a simple majority to 86 percent in favor of a coaching certification

program (Caputo, 1978; Dobbs, 1975; Flatt, 1975; Fuller, 1979; Fyfe,

1971; Schatzle, 1979; Toothaker, 1974). Many respondents have

suggested that such certification be made retroactive.

In a survey by Ball (1980) of state directors of certification,

executive secretaries of activities associations, presidents of state

physical education associations, and coaching association presidents, 71

percent demonstrated a need for coaching certification. A survey of high

school coaches in South Carolina, North Carolina, and Tennessee (Cox,

1983) revealed sentiment for some form of specified training in a college

coaching curricula. It was also maintained that head coaches should be

certified teachers and members of the active faculty.

A nationwide survey (NAGWS/NASPE, 1987; Milne, 1990)

disclosed that 97 percent of the physical education chairs or athletic

directors at colleges and universities surveyed responded favorably to

state certification of coaches. Sumner (1988) found in a survey of

Nevada high school athletic directors that 76 percent favored requiring

certification for state coaches. It was recommended that such
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certification take place in the form of a coaching minor developed by

Nevada state universities.

Two current studies have shown that past beliefs concerning the

education of coaches have not changed. A survey by Athletic Director

("Certification", 1990) revealed that of all the high school athletic

directors responding, 86.9 percent favor coaching certification, while

85.9 percent think such a program is necessary. A recent survey by

Houseworth, Davis and Dobbs (1990) in Illinois found that 100 percent of

the coaches and administrators survey (N=4923) agreed that coaches

should receive training in the techniques of the sport coached. It was

maintained by 81.8 percent that coaches should also be required to

complete minimal training in the areas of psychology, physiology,

teaching, administration, and injuries. As to whether such study should

result in certification, 74.8 percent responded affirmatively.

Another argument for coaching certification centers on the litigious

nature of athletics. Injuries are a recognized part of organized athletic

programs, yet the number and severity of injuries have resulted in the

negligence lawsuit becoming common place. A survey of studies

illustrate that injury statistics are staggering (Weidner, 1989). Studies

done in 1976 by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and a

recent Alabama study both revealed that nationwide a minimum of one

of every eight high school athletes is injured each season (Conley, 1982;

Culpepper, 1986). A study by the National Athletic Trainers Association

(Powell, 1987) found that 37 percent of high school football players lose

time to injury each season; 60 percent of all injuries occur in practice;

and one or two players on every team are either hospitalized or require
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surgery.

In sports such as wrestling and gymnastics, where injuries can be

life threatening, litigation has resulted in awards running into millions of

dollars. It has been shown that such cases often turn on the nature of

the adequacy of coaching and instruction. Courts require a standard of

professional competence, and this standard is instructional rather than

performance oriented. In cases where appropriate instruction has taken

place, the coach/instructor has been held not to be negligent (van der

Smissen, 1980; Weidner, 1989).

Coaches are held to not only what they know, but also to what

they might have known if they had exercised reasonable and prudent

care. Coaches without a proper background in instruction and injury

treatment will find it harder to base a defense on the concept of holding a

valid teaching certificate (McIntyre, 1979). States hiring non-certified,

part time coaches will have little or no chance at proving a standard of

professional competence.

Leibee (1971) points out that:

"In spite of the fact that many coaches and physical edu-

cation instructors have little or no professional preparation

in the prevention and care of athletic injuries, the judicial

tendency is to measure their conduct against that of a

hypothetical coach who has had thorough preparation in

coaching techniques, the care and prevention of injuries,

and the medical aspects of athletic coaching .... (p. 17)".

He further states that, ". .. the employment or assignment of an

incompetent individual to function in a specific area constitutes
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negligence on the part of the employee or assigner (p. 18)."

In a survey of studies concerning the medical care available to high

school athletes, Powell (1987) cited the fact that such care is limited.

Only 10-20 percent of the nation's high schools employ an athletic

trainer, and the role of trainer in most schools falls on the shoulders of

the coaching staff. Studies (Conley, 1982; Culpepper, 1986) disclose that

55 to 80 percent of coaches surveyed perform injury evaluations as well

as determine when an athlete is ready to return to competition. It has

been further revealed that a majority of such coaches have not completed

an emergency care or first aid course, and do not consider themselves to

be adequately prepared in the area of athletic injuries (Culpepper, 1986).

Educators believe that the litigation issue more than any factor

might bring about certification. Rainer Martens of ACEP believes that

"The courts will push in that direction and we'll find the best way to

avoid litigation is to train our coaches ("Coping with", 1988; p. 24)."

Richard Bell, president of Sports Unlimited and the author of articles

arguing for coaching certification (McDowell, 1989) believes that

certification would provide "a significant tool for successfully defending a

lawsuit (p. 8)."

Fredricks (1985) cited a further example of the effect certification

can have. Discounts on medical insurance of up to 25 percent have been

offered by insurance companies to programs that have United States

Gymnastics Safety Association certification. The resulting savings can

have a significant impact on program budgets.

Tied directly to the standards of professional competence is the

argument that coaching has become a specialized field, and that coaches
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as specialists are held accountable for specific performance levels. After

conducting several studies on knowledge obsolescence in physical

education, Kelley and Brightwell (1984) believe that:

"Our society today is one of sophistication and specializa-

tion. The "generalist" has become a thing of the past.

Educational trends in professions relating to the health

and well being of individuals frequently favor specialization

(p. 50)."

As the public holds coaches more and more accountable, and as the

number of lawsuits continues to increase, the argument that certification

will professionalize coaching is well founded. Ball (McDowell, 1989)

states that a certification program would "produce rewards in terms of

public, professional, self image (p. 8)" and that coaches who undertake

such a program would evidence "an appreciation for professionalism and

willingness to expand (their) understanding ... (p. 8)".

The arguments for certification are persuasive, yet with the

exception of a few states, there has been no major trend in the direction

of coaching certification. There appear to be three major reasons why

such programs meet resistance.

The major reason seems to be lack of strong support by state

departments of education, state education associations and school

administrators (Maetozo, 1981); Noble & Corbin, 1978). Coaches,

physical educators and athletic administrators generally agree on the

need for certification, but have failed to develop and lobby for a

coordinated plan at the state level.

The lack of support by many educators is a result of a perception
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that athletics are strictly extracurricular events which provide

entertainment rather than education. This view can lead to the

conclusion that the certification of coaches and standards for coaching

are not high priorities. At the same time administrators are not immune

to the pressures of society that dictate expanded sports programs.

Certification is seen as an unpopular administrative measure when it

equates the number of sports to be played with the pool of available

coaches who are certified (Maetozo, 1981).

A second argument against certification is the traditional bottom

line budget argument. Despite the increased demand for interscholastic

coaches, school district budgets have not increased accordingly. If

certification were mandatory, it is argued that the costs associated with

the difference between hiring full time faculty coaches versus part time

coaches is substantial. In an era of the shrinking tax dollar and a

pressure to cut back on personnel and program expenses, the prospect

of the employment of additional full time certified coaches is not positive

(Odenkirk, 1986). As Massengale points out,

"Although school administrators may be sympathetic to

the coaching certification cause, they usually realize that

in order to staff their athletic programs they will be forced

to hire many unqualified personnel just to meet budget

restrictions (p. 6)".

The issue of grandfathering is a third factor contributing to the

resistance to coaching certification. Many proposed programs have

called for the certification of not only new coaches entering the

profession, but for all coaches regardless of years of experience. While
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most proposals are gracious in the time allowed for experienced coaches

to gain certification, the issue of grandfathering remains a point of

contention.

Any program that dismisses years of experience will encounter

resistance from both experienced coaches as well as administrators. The

result of such a program (Ostro, 1989) might be the early retirement of

many otherwise qualified coaches. This course of action would only

further aggravate the existing shortage of coaches. It appears that until

the issue of grandfathering is effectively dealt with, opposition to

programs requiring wholesale certification will be difficult to overcome.

The results of an Illinois survey of athletic administrators and

coaches (Houseworth, et. al., 1990) found that although these groups

overwhelmingly support certification, they do so only philosophically, and

are practically opposed to such a move. Their reasons for such

opposition included:

1. Problems in the administration of certification at the local level.

2. The question of grandfathering long time coaches for fear of

losing them if such programs were initiated.

3. Difficulty in recruiting existing faculty to coach due to the

obstacle that certification presents.

4. Such requirements could discourage potential coaches from

entering the field.

5. The additional costs and time constraints for school districts and

coaches in implementing such a program.
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Certification Programs

National Association and Voluntary Programs

Although certification has been slow to develop on the

interscholastic level, national sport associations as well as voluntary

certification programs, particularly for those involved in youth league

coaching, have been in effect for some time. At the present time, coaches

in field hockey are certified through their national governing body, the

United States Field Hockey Association (USFHA) (Longstreth, 1979).

Coaches must attend USFHA coaching workshops and pass a test to

attain Level 1 certification. The certifying test requires demonstration of

both physical ability as well as a written demonstration of knowledge.

According to Mike Smith (1990), men's and women's intercollegiate

soccer coach at St. Edward's University, soccer coaches can receive

certification through either the United States Soccer Federation (USSF)

or the National Soccer Coaches Association of America (NSCAA). USSF

certification is a six level process, with three national licenses A, B, C,

and three state licenses, D, E, and F. The state licenses are achieved by

attendance at a 12 hour course for E and F, and 32-36 hour course for

D. These licenses are usually attained by volunteer youth coaches. A

coach must have a D license to advance to the A, B, and C level. The B

and C level are for coaches working with older youth teams, and for high

school and college coaches. To achieve these levels a coach must attend

a one week course and pass a series of competency tests. Level A is for

coaches who coach semi-pro and professional and the requirements are

the same as for B and C. Levels C, D, E, and F are permanent, but level
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B and A must be renewed every 5 years by attendance at the one week

course. Coaches are not retested in order to be recertified.

The NSCAA program has two national levels, the NSCAA Diploma

and the NSCAA Advanced Diploma. Both involve attendance at a one

week course and carry lifetime status. The USSF does not recognize

NSCAA certification, but the NSCAA requires a USSF C level or better to

attempt certification at the Advanced Diploma level.

The United States Gymnastics Safety Association (USGSA) was

created in 1976 and has developed a National Safety Certification

Program (Fredricks, 1985). This program has provided education for

gymnastics coaches, has helped to ensure the administration of safer

programs, and has aided coaches and programs in legal matters. The

Gymnastics Safety Manual has served to standardize the teaching of this

safety certification program. The manual covers such topics as safety,

equipment, facilities, medical and legal responsibilities, and the

certification program itself.

To be eligible to participate in the program a person must be at

least 17 years of age and have a working understanding of gymnastics

and first aid. In addition, a participant must have attended or assisted

in gymnastics programs or clinics, have at least 100 contact hours as a

gymnast or instructor, and participated as a coach, judge or attender at

a gymnastics camp or school. Recertification is required every two years.

As of 1985 over 1000 people have received USGSA certification.

Many nations currently have coaching certification programs.

Among these nations are West Germany, East Germany, Belgium,

France, Great Britain and Canada (Olson, 1980). Of these, the Canadian
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National Coaching Certification Program (NCCP) is the one most

recognized. This program certifies coaches in 50 sports and is national

in scope (Kennedy, 1981; "National certification", 1982; Olson, 1980).

The Canadian program, composed of various courses, offers certification

at five different levels. The design is to help coaches learn to work with

athletes from age six to twenty-one, in youth league programs up

through national and international levels of competition.

Levels I through III of the NCCP require a varying number of hours

in theory, technical aspects, and practical aspects of coaching a sport.

Level IV prepares coaches to work with nationally competitive athletes,

while Level V deals with the coaching of international competitors. To

complete Level I a coach must have at least one year of practical

experience, three years for Level II and five years for Level III. A

computerized record system keeps an updated file of qualified coaches at

each level.

A unique, voluntary program that some have suggested might

serve as a model for interscholastic coaching certification is the American

Coaching Effectiveness Program (ACEP). Developed by Rainer Martens

through the Office of Youth Sports at the University of Illinois (Jefferies,

1985; Odenkirk, 1986) the program is designed to aid volunteer youth

coaches in attaining working knowledge of sports medicine, coaching

techniques and strategy.

Since 1981 ACEP has trained over 70,000 coaches, 70 percent at

the youth sports level. In Maine, Kansas, and Florida this program has

been adopted for interscholastic coaches deemed lacking in stated

competency areas ("Coping with", 1988). ACEP is currently the most
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widely used training program for coaches in the United States (Jefferies,

1985) and is endorsed by 10 national sport governing associations as

well as national youth organizations such as the YMCA and Boys Clubs

of America.

The ACEP program has a three level design ("Coping with", 1988;

Jefferies, 1985). The Rookie Level is designed for youth level coaches.

The Leader Level is for undergraduate coaching students, high school

coaches, and youth league coaches who have completed the Rookie Level.

The Master Level is designed for college coaches, high school coaches

who have completed the Leader Level, undergraduate and graduate

degree students, and national sport organization coaches. A fourth level,

Professional, is currently in development.

Each level consists of participation in a 16-hour clinic which

involves 10 hours of sports science instruction and 6 hours of sport

specific instruction. Upon completion of the clinic phase a coach will

undertake a self study course. Level II requires six such courses, plus

attendance at a Level II Coaching School. The final step to achieve

certification involves scoring 85 percent or better on a certifying exam.

The National Youth Sport Coaches Association (NYSCA), in

cooperation with the National Recreation and Parks Association (NRPA),

also offers a certification program for youth sport coaches ("Protect",

1986). This program, usually taught through recreation department

clinics, emphasizes psychology of coaching children, practice

organization, sport techniques, and safety and first aid.

A voluntary certification program for high school athletic directors

(McDowell, 1989) is another example of a voluntary certification program
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in operation. Under the auspices of the National Interscholastic

Association of Athletic Directors (NIAAA), the goals of this program

include the promotion of ethics, professional standards, effectiveness and

improved performance, and self assessment. The interest in this

program has far exceeded expectations. Members of the NIAAA

committee who established the criteria for certification believe that such

a program could be adapted to coaches as well.

The Michigan State High School Athletic Association, working with

the Youth Sports Institute at Michigan State, has devised a voluntary

coaching workshop program ("Coping with", 1988). The program

consists of a five-session, 15-hour workshop. The fifth session is

administered by coaches and athletic directors. Included with the

program is a 400-page take-home reference handbook (Seefeldt & Brown,

1990).

In some instances, individual school districts have taken the

responsibility for making sure that coaches meet stated competencies.

In California, the Huntington Beach Union High School district has

developed a handbook for their "walk on" coaches (Odenkirk, 1986). This

handbook provides instructions on specific duties and responsibilities

expected of a coach in the district. Magnolia High in Anaheim, California

has in place a similar handbook for their coaches and requires an

additional 8-hour orientation session ("Coping with", 1988).

Buckellew (1983) has suggested that there is a trend away from

more state licensing of professional groups. Self-certification may prove

to be the most prudent path. The precedent for such voluntary

certification can be found among orthopaedic surgeons who are certified
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by the Board of Orthopaedic Surgeons, and athletic trainers who are

certified by the National Athletic Trainers Association (NATA). The

argument centers on the premise that certification is a matter of

professional right and responsibility rather than a governmental issue.

Higher Education and the Preparation of Coaches

Many educators believe that the most effective manner by which to

prepare coaches is through a teacher preparation program in physical

education designed to assure competency in the coaching field. Snyder

and Scott (1954) defined a competency as a skill, an insight, an

understanding, a qualification used to handle a life situation.

Professional preparation should provide learning experiences that allow

an individual to develop desired competencies. Carr (1959) has listed

four components of a sound professional preparation program. These

include a broad, general education; expertise in the field of instruction;

mastery of teaching techniques; and knowledge of how children grow and

learn.

Ann Valentine of Brigham Young University states that "The same

courses that are important to the educator are important to successful

coaches" ("Preparing coaches", 1977, p. 1). Valentine, like others

believes that coaches at all levels from the youth leagues to the

interscholastic level need such course work. She believes that "...the

value of the experience (in athletics) is directly related to the quality of

leadership and coaching. As physical educators and athletic educators,

we are the ones to educate the public and train the coaches (p. 2)."

Cissell (1990) maintains that professionalism depends upon a
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combination of factors that include the individual, the role of higher

education, the responsibility of professional societies, government

licensing policies, and consumer advocacy groups. He states that higher

education has the "...responsibility to assure that professional

preparation programs develop the skills and competencies needed by

professionals (p. 8)". In addition, institutions must "...develop and

maintain curricula that stress both sound fundamentals and

contemporary wisdom... (p. 8)".

Hughes, French and Lehsten (1962) believed that a coach must

possess qualifications that go beyond knowledge of a sport and the

techniques of play. They noted that:

"It is the duty of the superintendent or principal to select a

coach who is primarily an educator. Like his academic

colleagues he should be selected and ranked by the same

standards that are required of the other teachers. His

preparation should be equivalent to theirs, with full time

status on the faculty and for public schools, with state

certification as a teacher. The coach should have profes-

sional training equivalent to at least a minor in physical

education (pp. 285-286)".

They stated further that a coach should possess background knowledge

in educational philosophy and psychology, the biological sciences, child

growth and development, athletic training, and methods of teaching

physical education.

In 1962 the American Association for Health, Physical Education

and Recreation issued a recommendation concerning the preparation of
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athletic coaches. Among the areas recommended by the AAHPER for

study were:

1. basic biological science

2. growth and development

3. anatomy and physiology

4. personal health and nutrition

5. safety and accident prevention specific to various sport

skills

6. first aid, conditioning, and athletic training

7. theory and practice in coaching various sports

8. principles of administration relevant to physical education and

athletic programs.

In 1967 the Division of Men's Athletics of the AAHPER, through the

work of the Task Force on Certification of High School Coaches (Maetozo,

1971) set forth suggested competency areas for coaches. Competencies

included knowledge in the medical aspects of coaching, an

understanding of the principles and problems of coaching, knowledge of

kinesiological foundations, an understanding of theories and techniques

of coaching, and knowledge of the psychology of coaching.

Many in the field of coaching have agreed with the 1962 and 1967

AAHPER recommendations that there are certain competencies that

professional preparation programs should develop in those wishing to

coach. Frost (1968) summarized these agreed upon competencies as:

1. An understanding of the role that interscholastic athletics has to

the total educational program.
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2. A knowledge of first aid and safety practices relevant to the sport

coached.

3. An understanding of the principles of growth and development

and their relationship to the athletic setting.

4. An understanding of the biological, social, emotional, moral and

spiritual values which can be gained from athletic participation, and the

most effective means of attaining these outcomes.

5. An understanding of the basic psychological principles of

motivation, stress, emotion, play, and group interaction.

6. An understanding of the essentials concerning the care and

prevention of athletic injuries. The relationship of the coach to the role

of the team physician must be fully understood.

7. A knowledge of different methods for developing and

conditioning teams in varying sports.

8. A knowledge of legal aspects of athletics, especially liability.

9. A complete knowledge and understanding of the fundamentals

of a sport activity, offensive and defensive theories, strategies, and the

methods of teaching a specific sport activity.

10. The ability to speak in public.

11. An understanding and appreciation of local, state, and national

rules and regulations.

Perhaps the most comprehensive list of coaching competencies was

developed by Nathanson (1978) in his study concerning the development

of a competency based coaching education program for colleges and

universities in the New York state system. Curriculum experts tested
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these competencies and found them to be valid. According to

Nathanson, the ideal coach should possess the following competencies:

1. The ability to condition athletes properly.

2. An understanding of safe playing conditions and protective

equipment.

3. The ability to apply educational values of the health exam.

4. The ability to fit athletes with correct equipment.

5. The knowledge to instruct athletes in safety procedures which

minimize the potential for injury.

6. An understanding of first aid and safety practices.

7. Ability in the prevention and care of athletic injuries.

8. The knowledge necessary to develop emergency care procedures.

9. The ability to view athletics within the total educational setting.

10. The ability to coach in an ethical manner.

11. Understanding of the influence of the coaching role.

12. Possession of a personal coaching philosophy based on a

humanistic approach.

13. The ability to make athletic participation enjoyable.

14. An understanding of desirable leadership traits and the ability

to structure experiences that develop such traits.

15. Knowledge of the values gained through participation.

16. The ability to maintain emotional stability under stress.

17. The ability to handle behavioral and emotional problems.

18. An understanding of the role of discipline for individuals and

groups.
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19. The ability to identify discriminatory behavior in the treatment

of athletes.

20. The ability to reinforce cooperative relationships with other

coaches.

21. An understanding of the value of participation in professional

and related organized activities.

22. An understanding of the value of public relations.

23. A belief in the positive attitudes of sportsmanship.

24. An understanding of the psychological significance of

individual differences.

25. Knowledge of the principles of motivation.

26. An understanding of the importance for the athlete of

immediate and long range goals.

27. Knowledge of the learning process in relation to the attainment

of higher athletic skill levels.

28. Knowledge of fundamentals of the sport coached.

29. Enthusiasm for the sport coaches.

30. Knowledge of the rules and regulations of the sport coached.

31. Knowledge of strategies and tactics of the sport coached.

32. The ability to apply effective instructional methods in a

particular sport.

33. The ability to relate effectively to all players.

34. The ability to utilize audio-visual materials and equipment.

35. An understanding of local, state and national rules and

regulations.
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36. An understanding of the importance of regulation in the

number and frequency of athletic contests.

37. An understanding of eligibility rules.

38. An ability to evaluate performance and programs

39. An understanding of the structure of the human body.

40. Knowledge of growth and development patterns.

41. The ability to identify functional systems and physiological

factors for analyzing sports performance.

42. An understanding of the mechanics of movement within body

limitations.

43. Knowledge of the physiological limitations of the body

in athletic performance.

44. Knowledge of the effects of environmental conditions and

exercise upon the circulatory and respiratory systems.

45. The ability to relate motor performance to body structure.

46. The ability to relate human anatomy, physics and movement to

participant safety.

47. Knowledge of the effects of nutrition on performance.

48. Knowledge of physiological responses to training and

conditioning.

49. An understanding of the use and effects of drugs on the body.

50. Knowledge of research findings related to the mechanical

analysis of sport.

51. The ability to apply physiological research to specific sports.

52. The ability to administer a system of accident reporting.
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53. An understanding of the relationship of the coach to trainer

and physician.

54. Knowledge of the causes and proper treatment for common

athletic injuries.

55. Knowledge of adequate athletic insurance plans.

56. An understanding of negligence.

57. Knowledge of state and federal legislation concerning accidents

and injuries affecting athletes and coaches.

58. The ability to administer in-service instruction for student

assistants.

59. An understanding of the relationship of ethnic groups to

athletic participation.

60. Knowledge of officiating principles and techniques.

61. The ability to speak effectively in public.

62. An understanding of the function of elementary and junior

high athletic programs to the high school program.

63. Knowledge of proper procedures for purchasing athletic

equipment and supplies.

64. Knowledge of the care and storage of athletic equipment and

supplies.

65. Knowledge of crowd control techniques.

66. The ability to evaluate personnel involved in the athletic

program.

67. An understanding of the administration of contests.

68. The ability to analyze performance based upon anatomical and

mechanical principles.

-- -- - - --
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One answer to meeting suggested coaching competencies has been

the establishment of 'coaching minor' or coaching emphasis programs at

many institutions of higher education. The minor offers the non-physical

education major the opportunity to gain competency in areas regarded as

critical for coaches. Programs with coaching emphasis offer the physical

education major the opportunity to concentrate in a curriculum specific

to coaching.

One of the first institutions to offer a coaching minor was the

University of California, Santa Barbara (Gallon, 1969; Olson, 1980).

Begun in the late 1960s, this program was administered by the

Department of Physical Activities separate from the Department of

Physical Education. Students who enroll in this minor are not

automatically certified to teach regular physical education but gain the

advantage of formal training in coaching. The program was the first to

become coeducational, and consists of 30 hours, 18 of which are

required. A coaching practicum is part of the required course work. In

addition to the practicum, coaching responsibilities are added to the

duties during the student teaching experience.

Southwest Missouri State established a coaching certification

program in 1969. This program requires 15 hours to complete, and was

required for all prospective coaches not certified in physical education

(McKinney & Taylor, 1970).

An early leader in the area of coaching emphasis was the Coaching

Specialization Program (CSP) at the University of Oregon (Sisley, 1984).

The CSP was developed in 1974 as a coaching option designed to meet

the needs of the physical education major who may or may not desire
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teaching certification; the student pursuing teacher certification in an

area other than physical education; and the non-physical education

major who wants to coach but not teach.

The program requires a minimum of 33 hours and includes as a

central focus a coaching practicum. Students can specialize in one or

two sports through the practicum experience, and receive one credit hour

for each thirty hours of active involvement up to a maximum of six

credits. The CSP became an approved minor in 1984.

Among the options available at Ball State University (Guemple,

1973) is a departmental minor in coaching. This program consists of 36

quarter hours and does not certify the student to teach. The program

does qualify the student to coach any sport at any level except head

coach of basketball or football. A student at Ball State interested in

aquatics can complete a 60 hour concentration which will certify the

student to teach physical education and coach all sports. Included in

the program is an internship experience and a point system which

requires all majors and minors in physical education to participate in

varsity athletics, club sports, intramurals, officiating, supervising,

teaching, and professional organizations.

Ohio Northern University offers the Professional Preparation

Coaching Certification Program (Stier, 1984). This program has a 20

hour minimum, the key course being a 1-6 hour Intern/Extern

Practicum. Students placed at Ohio Northern University are in the

Intern Practicum while students placed at other colleges or at secondary

schools are in the Extern Practicum. The Practicum is modeled along the

lines of the traditional student teaching experience.
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Other schools that have similar programs include Kansas State

University, Florida State University, the University of Illinois, and other

state schools in Illinois and Missouri (Ball, 1980; Meinhardt, 1971;

Odenkirk, 1986; "Qualifications of', 1978).

California State University at Sacramento has developed a Walk-on

Coach Training Workshop ("Coping with", 1988). This workshop has

evolved from an original program designed for teacher certification

students with no physical education background who wanted to coach.

The program was extended to enable a walk-on coach to meet the needs

of Title V of the California Administration Code which set the required

competencies necessary for anyone who wished to coach. The program

at California State Sacramento includes a 15-contact-hour course in

adolescent psychology and a 15-contact-hour course in first aid, CPR,

and athletic training. The University of Southern California has similar

program for the walk-on coach (Odenkirk, 1988).

The United States Sports Academy (Admissions Office, 1988) has

developed an accredited graduate program featuring sport specific tracks

in several areas including coaching. Many graduate programs in

physical education have added areas of emphasis in coaching, in

recognition of the need for continued and advanced education in the area

of coaching.

In general, it is the opinion of educators that such higher

education programs are productive and can withstand assessments of

credibility (Massengale, 1984). These programs have not been successful

in their goal of establishing an effective certification movement or

widespread programs of state coaching certification.
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Current Status of State Certification Programs

The most extensive and current information on the status of

coaching certification can be found in the results of the 1986-87 survey

co-sponsored by the Joint Executive Board of the National Association

for Girls and Women in Sport (NAGWS) and the National Association for

Sport and Physical Education (NASPE) (Sisley& Wiese, 1987). This

survey illustrates that six states have some form of a coaching

certification program. These states include Arkansas, Connecticut, Iowa,

Minnesota, New York and Wyoming. In addition, Alabama, Alaska,

Illinois, Indiana, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon and Wisconsin

have some form of voluntary coaching certification in effect.

Additional survey information reveals that 25 states require all

coaches to hold valid teaching certificates, six more require teaching

certification for head coaches only, two states require teaching

certification of coaches involved in major sports, and two states require

such certification of only head coaches of major sports. It was also

reported that twelve states require neither a teaching certificate nor a

coaching certificate in order to gain employment as a coach. This is true

of assistant coaches in four other states, and for the coaches of minor

sports only in two states. The current state by state status of coaching

certification is presented in Appendix A.

Coaching Certification and Curriculum Content

It is evident from the literature that at the present time coaching

certification in some form is in place in only six states, while nine

additional states have voluntary certification programs. The curricular
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requirements of these and other programs are prerequisite to

understanding the competencies common to such programs.

In order to gain this understanding, Appendix B illustrates in table

form the areas of study included in current state programs as well as

such voluntary programs as ACEP. A survey of the curriculum of

coaching minors at selected colleges and universities is included, as well

as proposals for programs taken from various surveys. Also included are

the recommendations of state associations that, while proposed, have

never been implemented.

It should be noted that most of the current programs derive their

format at least in part from the 1967 recommendations of the AAHPER

(Esslinger, 1971; Maetozo, 1971). The DMA Task Force to Study the

Certification of Coaches recommended that all who desire to coach

should complete a professional preparation program that would include:

1. the medical aspects of coaching (3 hours)

2. the principles and problems of coaching (3 hours)

3. the theory and techniques of coaching (6 hours)

4. the kinesiological foundations of coaching (2 hours)

5. the physiological foundations of coaching (2 hours)

The Task Force also specified learning objectives for each area.

The five areas recommended by the Task Force serve as a central

focus for Appendix B. The number of hours suggested or required in

such programs is not considered as the objective is to obtain a broad

overview of what might be included in a coaching certification program.

The table in Appendix B demonstrates that most existing programs

or recommendations for programs follow AAHPER guidelines.
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Thirty-three programs are included and the percentage of emphasis in

each of the five major areas is as follows:

1. medical aspects 93.9% (31/33)

2. principles/problems 81.8% (27/33)

3. theory/techniques 96.9% (32/33)

4. kinesiological foundations 63.6% (21/33)

5. physiological foundations 72.7% (24/33)

Closer inspection of each area reveals the specific courses common

to the programs examined. These are:

1. medical aspects

a. Care and Prevention of Athletic Injuries 17/33

b. First Aid 15/33

c. 8 programs listed 'medical aspects'

2. principles and problems of coaching

a. Organization and Administration 15/33

b. Principles of Coaching 12/33

c. 4 programs listed 'principles and problems'

3. theory and techniques of coaching

a. Sport Theory/Techniques 20/33

b. Psychology of Coaching 20/33

c. 6 programs listed 'theory and techniques'

4. kinesiological foundations

a. Kinesiology 7/33

b. 7 programs listed 'kinesiological foundations'

5. physiological foundations

a. Physiology or Exercise Physiology 12/33
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b. 6 programs listed 'physiological foundations'

A coaching practicum or internship can be found in nine of the

programs reviewed. In several of the existing programs this practicum is

viewed as the pivotal course in the education of a coach. In summary,

the programs examined illustrate that the recommendations of the 5

major areas of study suggested by the DMA Task Force are widely

accepted. There is some difference among programs and proposals as to

what specific courses should be offered under each of the areas. There

are also differing opinions as to the degree of emphasis that should be

placed on each of the five areas within a curriculum.

Summary

A summary review of the literature reveals several trends

concerning certification programs for coaches.

1. Coaching certification programs have not been widely accepted

as a requirement to enter the field of coaching. Many states through

their coaching and education associations have proposed plans but have

been unsuccessful in convincing state education agencies of their

importance. A wholesale shift in attitude in the near future is unlikely.

2. Volunteer certification programs are in place in several states.

In most states, major colleges and universities have an optional coaching

minor or a coaching emphasis program within their departments of

physical education. Even though the trend is toward the scientific

aspects of exercise and movement, courses are available that would

educate prospective coaches in defined areas of competency.
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3. The supply and demand situation for coaches has not improved.

The trend to hire non-certified personnel and part time personnel to

coach will continue. There is a need for some form of coaching education

program for this growing population of coaches.
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CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES FOR THE COLLECTION OF DATA

Research Instrument

The survey method was used in this descriptive study. Data were

collected using the Questionnaire on the Professional Preparation of

Selected Secondary Coaches in Wisconsin, an instrument developed by

Hatlem (1972) at Springfield College.

The instrument is appropriate because it was designed to gather

information from high school coaches concerning certification programs

for coaches including the curricular components of such programs. Face

validity was determined by Hatlem through a pilot study. The

instrument was submitted to secondary coaches at Viroqua Senior High

School in Viroqua, Wisconsin. This panel of coaches analyzed the

instrument for appropriate content and ease of understanding. The

comments and recommendations of the panel were incorporated in the

development of the final questionnaire.

The instrument has been used by Flatt (1975) in a study of

Tennessee high school coaches and adapted by Christopher (1982) in a

study of collegiate coaches of the Carolinas Intercollegiate Athletic

Conference. Hatlem was contacted, the instrument discussed, and

permission was granted to use the instrument for the purposes of this

study. The instrument was considered to be reliable as it was developed

from recommendations proposed by the Task Force of the AAHPER, by

61
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Hatlem's dissertation committee, and the pilot study.

Changes were made in Hatlem's instrument for the purpose of this

study. The original study was conducted in Wisconsin. Therefore,

wherever "Wisconsin" appeared, it has been changed to "Texas". The

original instrument included sports such as curling, hockey, and skiing.

These sports are not sponsored in Texas and have been deleted. Soccer,

which has become popular on the interscholastic level and not included

in the original instrument, has been added. These changes appear in

sections 1B, 1C, 1D, 1E, and 2B.

Hatlem divided the instrument into: I. Background, and II.

Professional Preparation, with no designated subheadings. To assist in

data analysis, subheading designations (IA, 1B, etc.) were included in

the revised format. The original form required the respondents to place a

check mark in a matrix of boxes several times during completion of the

instrument. This made for a cluttered appearance and to improve the

format the boxes were replaced by circles which are darkened to mark a

response. This change was made in sections 1B, IC, 1D, 2B, and 2C.

Sections 1B and 2B, concerning course work and the preparation

of coaches, were modified. In order to reflect current course titles,

"principles of athletics" was changed to "principles of coaching";

"sociology" was changed to "sociology of sport"; "legal responsibilities"

was retitled "sport law"; "biomechanics" was added to "mechanical

analysis of movement", and "marketing" was added to "public relations".

"Exercise physiology", not included in the original instrument, but a

popular offering today, was added.
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The questionnaire was designed to be self-administering and

completed within 10 minutes. The instrument was divided into two

sections. The first section asked each respondent for background

information consisting of (a) undergraduate/graduate background, (b)

specific course work completed, (c) coaching experience and professional

involvement, (d) information on current coaching assignments, including

classification level of high school, and (e) competitive athletic experience.

Respondents were not asked to furnish information regarding place of

employment nor were they asked to identify gender.

The second section asked respondents for information concerning

the professional preparation of coaches and included (a) minimum

standards of preparation, (b) recommended undergraduate/graduate

course work, (c) recommended hiring criteria for interscholastic coaches,

and (d) perceptions regarding coaching certification programs.

The instrument required respondents to fill in the blanks, circle

"yes" or "no", or darken a circle under the appropriate column. Sections

2B and 2C involve the use of a rating scale which required each

respondent to qualify course work as essential (E), desirable (D), non-

essential (NE), and Adequate or Inadequate. Respondents were given the

opportunity for personal input under Section 2D.

Research Population

The population of interest in this study consisted of high school

coaches in the state of Texas. The exact number of coaches currently

employed in Texas was not available. Eddie Joseph, Assistant Executive

Vice President of the Texas High School Coaches Association, placed the
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number of active interscholastic coaches at somewhere between 14,000

and 15,000. Of this number, the best estimate of those coaching at the

high school level was 11,000 (Joseph, 1990).

According to the University Interscholastic League (UIL), the total

number of high schools in Texas as of the fall, 1990 semester was 1,184.

High schools in Texas are classified by enrollment from 5A to A. At the

time of this study there were 262 5A schools (enrollment 1,460 and up),

159 4A schools (690-1,459 enrollment), 219 3A schools (285-689

enrollment), 227 2A schools (140-284 enrollment), and 317 class A

schools (139 and below), (UIL, 1990). The 1990-91 Texas Sports Guide

of High Schools and Colleges was used to provide addresses, phone

numbers, and names of coaching personnel for each Texas high school.

Similar studies using high school coaching populations include

Fyfe (1971) in Colorado, Toothaker (1974) in Arkansas, Kent (1974) in

Iowa, Flatt (1975) in Tennessee, Caputo (1978) in Pennsylvania, Arritola

(1978) in Oregon and Washington, and Joyce (1983) in Virginia.

Selection of Sample

The subjects of this study were public high school coaches drawn

from a cluster systematic random sample of Texas high schools listed in

the 1990-91 Texas Sports Guide of High Schools and College. This

population included an estimated total of 11,000 high school coaches.

The high school served as the cluster unit. Each unit was selected

by using a systematic random sampling method. Each school in the

Texas Sports Guide was assigned a four-digit number beginning with

1,000. A computer-generated table of random numbers was used, and
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one high school was selected at random and every tenth high school from

that point on was selected for inclusion in the study. This procedure

resulted in a total sample of 132 high schools selected at random within

the state of Texas. The athletic director(s) for men and women at each

school were mailed a packet of survey instruments which corresponded

to the number of coaches listed at each school. The athletic directors

were asked to distribute the instrument to their coaching staff and to

return completed instruments in the stamped envelope provided.

This method provided a sample of coaches that exceeded in

number the recommended sample size required when a finite population

is known. According to Issac and Michael (1981), given a population of

approximately 11,000, the needed sample size was 371 at the .95 level of

confidence. The number of coaches who responded totaled 417.

Survey Research

Survey research allows the researcher to study large and small

populations by selecting samples from the populations (Kerlinger, 1986).

Of interest to the researcher are the relative frequencies, distributions,

and relationships of designated sociological and psychological variables.

According to Kerlinger (1986), survey research is "best adapted to

obtaining personal and social facts, beliefs, and attitudes" (p. 386).

An advantage of survey research is the ability of the researcher to

obtain a great deal of information from a large population. Uniformity is

obtained by responses to the same questions. The instrument used in

this study provided descriptive information about Texas high school

coaches relative to educational background, coaching experience,
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attitudes toward coaching certification, and perceptions concerning the

curriculum necessary in higher education for the preparation of

secondary coaches.

Procedures for the Analysis of Data

Data were collected for analysis from the Questionnaire on the

Professional Preparation of Selected Secondary Coaches in Texas. This

instrument contained two sections: section one composed of five

subsections, and section two divided into four subsections.

Upon receipt of completed surveys the data were analyzed to allow

for comparison of responses. As with studies done by Hatlem (1972),

Flatt (1975), and Christopher (1982), this research was exploratory and

descriptive in nature. Descriptive statistics were used to interpret the

data for each research question through the tabulation of the frequency

of response, and the percentage of response.

Data were organized and reported for each research question. The

sections of the instrument which related to each of the research

questions are outlined below:

Research question 1. - section 1A

Research question 2. - section 1A

Research question 3. - section 1A

Research question 4. - section 1B
Research question 5. - section 1C,1D,1E

Research question 6. - section 2C

Research question 7. - section 2B

Research question 8. - section 2B
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Research question 9. - section 2B

Research question 10. - section 2B

Research question 11. - section 2A

Research question 12. - section 2D

Research question 13. - section 2D

Research question 14. - sections IA, 2D

Research question 15. - section 2D

In order to answer research question 16, data compiled from

research questions 8, 9, and 10 were used to structure a proposed

curriculum for the undergraduate preparation of secondary coaches

leading to certification. This model was then compared to the existing

undergraduate physical education programs at all four-year institutions

in Texas which offer a major or minor in physical education.

Program offerings were analyzed by simple content analysis of

college catalogs. All college catalogs at four-year institutions in Texas

were available on microfiche in the College Catalog Collection. 1990-91

published by the Career Guidance Foundation.

Implications concerning the feasibility of the implementation of the

model were drawn by this comparison procedure. The impact of

certification and such a model curriculum on institutions of higher

education was assessed.
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CHAFFER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Sample Population

The target population of this study consisted of high school

coaches employed in the public school system in the state of Texas. The

study was not gender specific. There are, by best estimate,

approximately 11,000 high school coaches in Texas. With such a finite

population, and desiring a .95 level of confidence, the sample size needed

was 371 coaches (Isaac & Michael, 1981).

Taking into consideration the factors of time and money, 1300

survey instruments were mailed to 132 randomly selected public high

school athletic directors for distribution to the coaching staff. The initial

mailing was followed by a second mailing one month after the surveys

were sent out. A second follow up by phone was used to reach the

desired sample size.

Information was received from 69 schools, a response rate of 52.3

percent. The total number of usable surveys returned was 417, a return

rate of 32.1 percent. The greatest returns both in terms of schools

responding as well as number of surveys came from 4A and 5A high

schools, the two largest classifications of Texas high schools. In Table 1

are data which represent the rate of response by classification of Texas

high schools.

70
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Table 1

Survey Distribution and Return by Classification of School

SCHOOL CLASSIFICATION

TOTAL 5A 4A 3A 2A A

NO.SCHOOLS IN SAMPLE 132 28 22 27 23 32
NO.SCHOOLS RESPONDING 69 19 17 16 8 9
% SCHOOLS RESPONDING 52.3 67.9 77.3 59.3 34.7 28.1
NO.SURVEYS MAILED 1300 384 286 312 192 144
NO.SURVEYS RETURNED 417 121 132 70 54 40
% SURVEYS RETURNED 32.1 31.5 49.3 22.4 28.1 27.8

The mean age of the sample was X = 35.9 years. The youngest

coach in the sample was 22, the oldest 62. Three coaches did not

respond to the question concerning their age. Data in Table 2 reveal

information about the sample by age intervals.

Table 2

Ages of Coaches in Sample

AGE INTERVAL NO. %

21-29 85 20.5
30-39 173 41.7
40-49 115 37.8
50-59 40 9.7
60-69 1 0.2

N= 414 100.0

In Table 3 are data which provide information concerning the years

of coaching experience of the sample coaches. A vast majority of the

coaching experience has been exclusively in Texas high schools. Of the

415 coaches who responded concerning their experience, 353 (85.1%)

have coached only in Texas. The mean was 12.8 years of experience.
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The most years of coaching experience in the sample was 37; the least

amount of experience was 1 year.

Table 3

Years of Coaching Experience

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE NO. %

1-5 99 19.0
6-10 106 25.5
11-15 88 21.2
16-20 82 19.8
21-25 26 6.3
26-30 21 5.1
31-35 11 2.7
36+ 2 0.5

N= 415 100.0

Respondents were asked to further identify their coaching

experience by sport coached and the level at which the coaching took

place. The sports coached most often were basketball, football, track,

and baseball, the major sports associated with interscholastic

competition in Texas. Data concerning coaching experience by sport and

level are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4

Coaching Exnerience by Sport and Level

LEVEL
SPORT NO. % Jr. High College Pro Military

N= 417 High School

Head Asst. 9th

Basketball 317 75.8 212 128 261 99 14 1 1
Football 306 73.4 192 113 252 106 25 2 5
Track 295 70.7 194 152 143 28 5
Baseball 151 36.2 9 74 103 13 7 3
Golf 85 20.4 7 66 9 2
Volleyball 70 16.8 31 40 34 17 2 1
Tennis 63 15.1 18 53 5 3 2
Cross Country 61 14.6 10 40 9 1 4
Soccer 30 7.2 3 14 15 2
Softball 15 3.6 2 13 1 1 1 1
Swimming 14 3.4 9 4 3 1
Wrestling 14 3.4 5 9 4
Gymnastics 4 0.9 2 2 1

One telling factor concerning the coaching experience of the

sample is evidenced by the number of coaches who have held head

coaching positions at the high school level. Among the coaches listing

experience in each sport, in every instance at least one third of the

number have had high school head coaching experience.

Respondents were also asked to denote membership in state and

national organizations, as well as frequency of attendance at coaching

clinics. A large percentage, 89.6 percent held membership in the Texas

High School Coaches Association. Considerably fewer responded as to

membership in other national coaching organizations (15.7%) or national

and state physical education associations (3.6% and 4.8% respectively).

A majority (66.2%) of the coaches in the sample attended more than one

clinic per year, while 24.4 percent attended at least one clinic each year.

In summary, the sample population of this study can be

characterized as a relatively young, yet experienced, group of coaches.
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Sixty percent of the sample currently coach at 5A and 4A high schools,

the largest classifications in Texas. The experience of the sample is

marked both in terms of years of coaching experience as well as the

number of high school head coaching positions held. Finally, the

coaches in the study are interested in professional development as

demonstrated by high percentages in terms of state coaching association

membership as well as frequent attendance at coaching clinics.

Research Questions

The problem of this study concerned the development of a model

undergraduate curriculum to be used in the education of secondary level

coaches in Texas. This education may or may not lead to coaching

certification.

To investigate this problem it was necessary to:

a) examine the educational preparation of selected secondary

coaches in Texas;

b) identify courses of study perceived as necessary by current

coaches for an undergraduate preparation in coaching;

c) construct a model curriculum based on such perceptions;

d) ascertain the degree to which this model conforms to the present

physical education curriculum in four year institutions of higher learning

in Texas.

In order to provide answers to the problem posed in this study,

sixteen specific research questions were posed. These questions assisted

in the orderly compilation of data from the completed surveys.

Research Question 1: Which undergraduate major and minor
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fields of study were most prevalent among current secondary coaches in

Texas?

Respondents were asked to identify whether they completed their

undergraduate degrees at a Texas institution, and if not, to identify from

which state they received their undergraduate degree. By a wide margin,

coaches in the sample responded that they received their degrees from

Texas institutions (82.5%). This high rate of response is meaningful

since the major focus of the study concerns the perceptions of Texas

coaches to the undergraduate preparations they received and the

implications for Texas institutions of higher learning. Data in Table 5

provide a summary of the states from which undergraduate degrees were

earned by coaches in the sample.

Table 5

Undergraduate Degrees Earned By State

STATE NO. %

Texas 340 82.5
Oklahoma 19 4.6
Arkansas 9 2.2
New Mexico 7 1.7
Louisiana 6 1.5
Kansas 5 1.2
Iowa 5 1.2
Michigan 4 1.0
Nebraska 4 1.0
Indiana 3 0.8
Florida 2 0.5
North Carolina 2 0.5
North Dakota 2 0.5
Illinois 1 0.2
Mississippi 1 0.2
Missouri 1 0.2
Pennsylvania 1 0.2

N= 412 100.0
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In Table 6 are data which reveal the undergraduate majors of the

coaches who responded. Physical education was the major field of study

of 326 coaches (78.2%). In addition, 36 other coaches listed physical

education as their minor area of study bringing the number in the

sample with a major or minor in physical education to 362 (86.8%).

These data demonstrate a strong experiential basis among the sample in

terms of their perceptions concerning physical education course work

needed to prepare prospective secondary coaches.

Table 6

Undergraduate Majors of Coaching Sample N=417

MAJOR NO. a%

Physical Education 326 78.2
History 21 5.0
Math 15 3.6
Science 14 3.4
Business 14 3.4
Education 9 2.2
English 6 1.4
Industrial Arts 3 0.8
Health 2 0.5
Political Science 2 0.5
Animal Husbandry 1 0.2
Computer Science 1 0.2
Home Economics 1 0.2
Forestry 1 0.2
Speech 1 0.2

N= 417 100.0

Data in Table 7 summarize the undergraduate minors of the

coaches in the sample population.
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Table 7

Undergraduate Minors of Coaching Sample N=318

MINOR NO. %

History 92 28.9
Science 68 21.4
Physical Education 36 11.3
Health 36 11.3
Math 21 6.6
English 17 5.3
Business 10 3.1
Political Science 9 2.8
Coaching 5 1.6
Geography 5 1.6
Psychology 4 1.3
Sociology 2 0.6
Athletic Training 2 0.6
Spanish 1 0.3
Art 1 0.3
Economics 1 0.3
Education 1 0.3
French 1 0.3
Journalism 1 0.3
Speech 1 0.3

N= 318 100.0

aCoaching minors earned in Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, North Dakota

Also in Table 7 are data which display the second teaching field of

the coaches in the sample. The traditional second teaching fields

associated with coaches, history, science, and health are reflected in the

compiled data.

Research Question 2: To what extent have secondary coaches

engaged in graduate work?

In the field of secondary education, where the basic entry level

requirement is an undergraduate degree, the pursuit of graduate study is

one symbol of the level of professional development. When asked to list a

major area of study in graduate work there were 326 responses (78.2%,

N=417), evidence of the desire of Texas secondary coaches to further

their education and professional development.
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Of the 326 who revealed their field of study, 301 had completed at

least one course in graduate school (92.3%). The number completing a

master's degree was 147 (45.1%), with 57 (17.5%) responding that

additional hours above the master's degree had been completed. There

were no responses concerning the completion of a doctoral program; but

the number with hours beyond the master's may evidence possible work

in this area. In Table 8 are data which show the number of hours of

completed course work among the sample of coaches in the study.

Table 8

Hours of Completed Graduate Work N=326

HOURS NO. %

Doctoral Degree 0 0.0
Masters + 57 17.5
Masters 90 27.6
33 8 2.5
30 4 1.2
27 10 3.1
24 6 1.8
21 9 2.8
18 14 4.2
15 10 3.1
12 27 8.3
9 29 8.9
6 19 5.8
3 18 5.5
0a 25 7.7

N= 326 100.0

aListed on intended field, but had not earned hours

Research Question 3: What were the most common graduate

majors and minors?

Physical education was denoted as the graduate :major by 147

coaches (45.1%). In addition, 34 coaches responded that physical
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education was their graduate minor, bringing the sample total with a

graduate major or minor in physical education to 181 (55.5%).

Educational administration and education were the other two significant

graduate majors listed, while history and education were the next two

most popular minor fields of study. The data in Table 9 provide

information concerning the graduate majors of the coaches in the study;

while Table 10 data provide information concerning graduate minor

choices.

Table 9

Graduate Majors

MAJOR NO. %

Physical Education 147 45.1
Educ. Administration 50 15.3
Education 45 13.8
Undeclared 22 6.7
History 16 4.9
Math 8 2.5
Science 8 2.5
Counseling 7 2.1
Health 4 1.2
Business 3 0.9
English 3 0.9
Industrial Arts 2 0.6
Communications i 0.3
Computer Science 1 0.3
Economics 1 0.3
ESL 1 0.3
Home Economics 1 0.3
Liberal Arts 1 0.3
Political Science 1 0.3
Sports Administration 1 0.3
Sports Psychology 1 0.3
Statistics 1 0.3
Spanish 1 0.3

N= 326 100.0
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Table 10

Graduate Minors

MINOR NO. %

Physical Education 34 21.5
History 29 18.4
Education 23 14.6
Science 12 7.6
Health 11 7.0
Education Administration 10 6.3
Political Science 8 5.1
Math 7 4.4
Business 6 3.8
Counseling 3 1.9
Psychology 3 1.9
Speech 3 1.9
English 2 1.3
Art 1 0.6
Coaching 1 0.6
Economics 1 0.6
Geography 1 0.6
Personnel Administration 1 0.6
Recreation 1 0.6
Sociology 1 0.6

N= 158 100.0

Research Question 4: Which physical education courses have

been included in the backgrounds of current secondary coaches in

Texas?

Respondents were asked to check the courses they had completed

from a list of 23 theory courses and 12 sport specific coaching methods

courses common to physical education degree plans. Ten of the theory

courses and three of the coaching methods courses were completed by

over half of the sample population. Three of the theory courses are

scientific movement foundation courses: anatomy, physiology, and

kinesiology. Four of the courses, athletic injuries, principles of coaching,

the organization and administration of athletic programs, and athletic

training are directly related to preparing a person to coach. First aid,
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health education, and speech are more general in nature and cut across

academic majors.

The three sport specific coaching methods courses completed by

over half of the respondents were courses dealing with basketball,

football, and track. This was expected because these are considered the

major sports of emphasis in Texas high schools, and prospective coaches

would tend to enroll in the high visibility sport methods courses.

At the low end of the responses were four theory courses and three

sport specific coaching methods courses to which less than twenty-five

percent of the sample responded. The theory courses were

biomechanics, the sociology of sport, public relations/marketing, and

sport law. Of these, biomechanics and sport law would have applications

toward coaching, yet have not been included in the educational

backgrounds of many coaches.

The three sport specific methods courses which produced the

lowest response rate were soccer, cross-country, and wrestling. Cross

country is usually coached by a track coach, and prospective track

coaches would more than likely choose a track methods course. Cross-

country methods might also be included within the context of a track

methods course. Until recently in Texas, soccer has not been sponsored

by the UIL, and wrestling is only in the infancy stages in the state.

Coaching methods courses covering these sports would not appeal,

therefore, to a large number of prospective coaches.

Respondents were also asked to disclose which of these courses

were completed at the graduate level. In many instances the same

respondent revealed having completed the same course in both
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undergraduate as well as graduate work. A comparison of the

completion rank of undergraduate to graduate courses reflected a

changing emphasis on course work at the graduate level.

Exercise physiology and biomechanics increased substantially in

rank, revealing an emphasis on sport science in the graduate

curriculum. Sport law also increased markedly in rank at the graduate

level. As an area of interest, courses dealing with the administration of

athletic programs ranked highest among graduate courses. This

displayed an interest in athletic program management among coaches

taking graduate work.

Among the sport specific methods courses there is not much

change in emphasis at the graduate level. Basketball, football, and track

remain the top three courses. Of note was the infrequency of these

courses at the graduate level. Data in Table 11 summarize the frequency

of response to courses completed at the undergraduate and graduate

levels. The courses are ranked for comparison between the two levels.
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Table 11

Undergraduate and Graduate Course Frequency and Comparative Rank

N= 403

UNDER GRADUATE GRADUATE

COURSE No. % RANK RANK NO. %

Anatomy 310 76.9 1 T14 32 7.9
Physiology 309 76.7 2 T9 38 9.4
First Aid 308 76.4 3 T17 25 6.2
Health Education 304 75.4 4 3 50 12.4
Kinesiology 292 72.5 5 21 20 5.0
Athletic Injuries 277 68.7 6 T6 40 9.9
Principles of Coaching 257 63.8 7 4 46 11.4
Program Administration 250 62.0 8 1 79 19.6
Speech 234 58.1 9 T22 2 0.5
Athletic Training 203 50.4 10 20 23 5.7
Philosophy of Athletics 197 48.9 11 2 62 15.4
Philosophy of Phys. Ed. 193 47.9 12 5 41 10.2
Adaptive Phys. Ed. 191 47.4 13 T9 38 9.4
Growth/Development 185 45.9 14 T14 32 7.9
Officiating 176 43.7 15 T22 2 0.5
Athletic Conditioning 163 40.4 16 T17 25 6.2
Theories of Learning 157 39.0 17 T9 38 9.4
Exercise Physiology 131 32.5 18 T6 40 9.9
Psychology of Coaching 119 29.5 19 T12 37 9.2
Biomechanics 74 18.4 20 T12 37 9.2
Sociology of Sport 70 17.4 21 16 26 6.5
Public Relations 30 7.4 22 19 22 5.5
Sport Law 16 4.0 23 8 19 9.7

Sport Specific Methods Courses:

Basketball 267 66.3 1 T2 9 2.2
Football 230 57.1 2 T2 9 2.2
Track 216 53.6 3 1 10 2.5
Tennis 189 46.9 4 T8 2 0.5
Baseball/Softball 179 44.4 5 5 7 1.7
Gymnastics 155 38.5 6 T6 4 1.0
Golf 146 36.2 7 T6 4 1.0
Volleyball 143 35.5 8 4 8 2.0
Swimming 120 29.8 9 T8 2 0.5
Soccer 88 21.8 10 T8 2 0.5
Cross Country 47 11.7 11 12 1 0.3
Wrestling 40 9.9 12 T8 2 0.5

Research Question 5: What was the extent of the competitive

backgrounds of secondary coaches in Texas relative to sports being

coached?

When asked to respond to a question concerning competitive

experience at levels ranging from junior high school through military
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teams, the major sports of football, basketball, track and baseball were

most frequently cited. These responses are not unexpected as they

reflect the sports given the greatest emphasis and visibility in the public

schools. Gymnastics, soccer, and swimming were sports in which the

least experience was disclosed by the coaching sample. These responses

are evidence of the relative program infancy of soccer and swimming

programs, and the lack of interest due to increasing liability factors in

gymnastics. The frequency of competitive experience by sport and level

of experience are displayed by data in Table 12.

In general, the coaches who responded have fairly extensive

backgrounds in the major team sports, but not a great deal of experience

in what are considered minor sports in Texas. Only 5 coaches (1.2%)

revealed lack of competitive experience in any of the sports listed.

Table 12

Competitive Experience By Sport and Level of Competition N = 402

JH HS C P M
SPORT No. % No. No. No. No. No.

Football 300 74.6 253 280 113 6 9
Basketball 299 74.4 255 270 61 1 5
Track 278 69.2 220 247 54
Baseball 201 50.0 57 170 53 8 9
Tennis 52 12.9 18 49 11 3
Volleyball 48 11.9 23 41 12
Softball 44 10.9 24 22 15 3
Cross Country 27 6.7 5 25 8
Wrestling 23 5.7 11 13 7
Golf 22 5.5 6 19 3
Soccer 12 3.0 7 5 4
Swimming 12 3.0 6 10 4
Gymnastics 6 1.5 3 3 2
No Experience 5 1.2

JH = Jr. High; HS = High School; C = College; P = Professional; M = Military
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The current coaching duties of coaches in the survey are listed in

Table 13 by level of coaching responsibility. The response again

demonstrated the emphasis in the sports of football, basketball, track,

and baseball. It should be noted that in many instances coaches

responded to several sports at varying degrees of responsibility. At the

smaller schools, A and 2A, it is not uncommon to discover multiple head

coaching responsibilities due to the limited size of the coaching staff. At

the opposite end of the scale, at the larger 4A and 5A schools, it

is uncommon for a coach to have responsibility in more than two sports.

Table 13

Current Coaching Duties by Level of Responsibility N = 404

LEVEL

SPORT NO. % HEAD VARSITY JV/9TH
COACH ASST.

Football 298 73.8 44 174 80
Basketball 190 47.0 59 68 63
Track 170 42.1 74 68 28
Baseball 76 18.8 35 24 17
Volleyball 54 13.4 25 10 19
Golf 36 8.9 30 5 1
Cross Country 33 8.2 27 2 4
Tennis 21 5.2 14 4 3
Soccer 21 5.2 11 6 4
Softball 6 1.5 5 1
Swimming 5 1.2 4 1
Gymnastics 3 0.7 2 1
Wrestling 3 0.7 3

Data in Table 14 compare the percentages by sport of sports

currently coached with experience levels of coaches in the sample. This

comparison revealed that there are ample coaches with competitive

experience in the major sports compared to the number of positions in

the same sports. More coaches were currently involved in volleyball,
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cross country, golf, and soccer than coaches with competitive

backgrounds in these activities. Cross country can be accounted for by

the fact that most track coaches also coach cross country. Soccer and

volleyball have increased in interest to the point that coaching positions

at the present are greater than the number of coaches who possess

competitive experience.

Table 14

Comparison of Competitive Experience and Current Coaching Positions

SPORT

Football
Basketball
Track
Baseball
Tennis
Volleyball
Softball
Cross Country
Wrestling
Golf
Soccer
Swimming
Gymnastics

PERCENT WITH
COMPETITIVE EXPERIENCE

74.6
74.4
69.2
50.0
12.9
11.9
10.9
6.7
5.7
5.5
3.0
3.0
1.5

PERCENT
CURRENTLY COACHING

73.8
47.0
42.1
18.8
5.2

13.4
1.5
8.2
0.7
8.9
5.2
1.2
0.7

PERCENT
DIFFERENCE

+0.8
+27.4
+27.1
+31.2

+7.7
-1.5
+9.4
-1.7
+5.0
-3.4
-2.2
+1.8
+0.8

Research Question 6: What are the perceived criteria used in

hiring secondary coaches in the state of Texas?

Coaches were asked to respond to eleven criteria that are involved

in the hiring of secondary coaches. Respondents were asked to

categorize each of the criteria as being either essential, desirable, or non-

essential to the hiring process. One of the items in the list related

directly to this study and asked about the importance of a prospective

coach having a major or minor in physical education. A second criterion

of importance to this study was the importance of being able to

womwar"WOMOMMIN"
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demonstrate skills, a competency often related to methods courses and

movement science courses such as exercise physiology.

Respondents disclosed that 27.7 percent believe that a major or

minor in physical education is an essential criterion in hiring.

Concerning the ability to demonstrate skills, 35.6 percent held the belief

that this is an essential criterion in the hiring process. Character,

appearance, and scholarship were perceived as the three most essential

criteria. It should be pointed out that playing experience and the earning

of a varsity award letter in high school or college were perceived as

among the least desirable of the hiring criteria. In general, the coaches

implied that a physical education major or minor, and the ability to

demonstrate skills often learned in physical education courses, are not

highly essential in terms of securing coaching employment. Data in

Table 15 display information concerning responses to hiring criteria.

Table 15

Perceived Importance of Hiring Criteria N = 405

CRITERIA

Character
Appearance
Scholarship/Transcript
Speaking Ability
Ability to Demonstrate
Coaching Record and

Experience
Major/Minor Phys. Ed.
Playing Experience
Varsity Letter:

High Schoola
Varsity Letter: College
School Attendedb

a: N=403 b: N=401

ESSENTIAL
NO. %

373 92.1
266 66.0
203 50.1
187 46.2
144 35.5

130 32.1
112 27.7
85 21.0

75 18.6
32 7.9
24 6.0

DESIRABLE
NO. %

32 7.9
130 32.3
171 42.2
209 51.6
218 53.8

227 56.0
166 41.0
248 61.2

219 54.4
203 50.1
132 32.9

NON-ESSENTIAL
NO. %

0 0.0
7 1.7

31 7.7
9 2.2

43 10.6

48 11.9
127 31.3

72 17.8

109 27.0
170 42.0
245 61.1
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Research Question 7: Do secondary coaches perceive their

education as having provided an acceptable degree of preparation to

enter the field of coaching?

Coaches in the sample were asked to respond to the same list of

courses from which they disclosed their undergraduate backgrounds.

Respondents were asked to choose between "adequate'" and "inadequate"

in terms of their perception of their professional preparation. It should

be noted that of the 417 respondents, only 287 responded to this

question.

There are several possible explanations for the lack of response.

The first may be that respondents perceived this question as a personal

reflection on their preparation and ability as a coach and declined to

answer. A second reason for the low rate of response might lie in the fact

that coaches who did not major or minor in physical education did not

feel qualified to respond, or did not feel that they were supposed to

respond to this section. A third explanation could lie in the instrument

itself. Directions were given at the end of a lengthy paragraph, a

paragraph that included more than one set of directions.

Among the coaches who responded, there were different response

totals to each course listed, pointing out that many of those responding

did so only to courses in their own background. Many responded to the

first section of theory courses, but did not respond to the sport specific

coaching method courses. Data in Table 16 shows the perceptions of the

coaching sample concerning the adequacy of their education in

preparation to coach.
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Table 16

Perceptions Regarding Preparation to Coach N = 287

ADEQUATE INADEQUATE
COURSE N NO. % NO. %

First Aid 276 239 86.6 37 13.4
Anatomy 274 233 85.0 41 15.0
Principles of Coaching 270 229 84.8 41 15.2
Health Education 276 230 83.3 46 16.7
Physiology 274 225 82.1 49 17.9
Athletic Conditioning 274 216 78.8 58 21.2
Philosophy of Athletics 260 204 78.5 56 21.5
Program Administration 275 214 77.8 61 22.2
Kinesiology 273 211 77.3 62 22.7
Speech 267 206 77.2 61 22.8
Philosophy of Phys. Ed. 263 196 74.5 67 25.5
Growth/Development 275 204 74.2 71 25.8
Athletic Injuries 271 200 73.8 71 26.2
Exercise Physiology 270 195 72.2 75 27.8
Theories of Learning 263 184 70.0 79 30.0
Psychology of Coaching 267 184 68.9 83 31.1
Officiating 269 182 67.7 87 32.3
Athletic Training 273 183 67.0 90 33.0
Sociology of Sport 266 152 57.1 114 42.9
Adaptive Phys. Ed. 270 136 50.3 134 49.7
Biomechanics 266 126 47.4 140 52.6
Public Relations/

Marketing 268 125 46.6 143 53.4
Sport Law 268 91 34.0 177 66.0

Sport Specific Methods Courses:

Track 240 186 77.5 54 22.5
Basketball 238 184 77.3 54 22.7
Football 233 164 70.4 69 29.6
Baseball/Softball 231 157 68.0 74 32.0
Tennis 232 128 55.2 104 44.8
Volleyball 227 124 54.7 103 45.3
Golf 228 105 46.1 123 53.9
Gymnastics 228 103 45.2 125 54.8
Cross Country 225 98 43.6 127 56.4
Swimming 234 94 40.2 140 59.8
Soccer 228 87 38.2 141 61.8
Wrestling 223 53 23.8 170 76.2
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For the most part, the coaches in the sample expressed a general

sense of satisfaction with the role their education played in preparing

them to coach. Over three-quarters of the respondents felt adequately

prepared in ten of the listed courses. A sense of inadequate preparation

was expressed by more than half of the sample in only three courses;

biomechanics, sport law, and public relations/marketing.

An entirely different perception was evidenced among the sample

toward the role of sport specific coaching courses. Coaches were of the

opinion that they were adequately prepared in the four traditional sports

of football, basketball, track, and baseball/softball. Respondents were

split evenly concerning tennis and volleyball. Six of the sports listed

were perceived by more than half the sample as not having been

adequately covered during their undergraduate preparation. In

summary, coaches in the sample expressed adequate preparation in

most of the traditional theory courses, but with the exception of

traditional team sports, maintained a sense of inadequate preparation in

sport specific coaching methods courses.

Research Question 8: Which courses in the undergraduate

curriculum were perceived by secondary coaches as essential to prepare

educators to become effective coaches?

The sample of coaches in the study was asked to identify, from the

same list of courses, which courses were essential, desirable, or non-

essential for the preparation of secondary coaches. Over half of the

sample believed that eight of the theory courses were essential. These

courses related to either the medical/physical aspects of coaching or the

administration of athletic programs. The top four courses deemed
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essential were all interrelated courses in that they deal with physical

conditioning and the care and prevention of athletic injuries.

The eight courses deemed least essential, with the exception of

biomechanics, were courses that related more to the preparation of a

physical educator than to that of a coach. It is interesting to note that

the coaches in the sample identified every course on the list as being

desirable for preparation at a minimum rate of 62.6 percent. The data

demonstrated that at least among this sample of Texas coaches, none of

the courses were seen as non-essential by a majority of those

responding.

The sport specific coaching methods courses were not seen as

being as essential a part of the undergraduate coaching preparation

process. Only three courses were seen as essential by over half the

sample, basketball receiving the largest response (54.3%). Most

respondents saw these courses as desirable but not essential elements in

coaching preparation. Table 17 presents data concerning the reaction of

the sample to course work deemed essential in the preparation of those

wishing to coach.
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Table 17

Perceptions of the Importance of Specific Course Work in the Preparation

of Coaches N = 399

ESSENTIAL DESIREABL NON-ESSENTIAL

COURSE N NO. % NO. % NO. %

Athletic Injuries 399
First Aid 396
Athletic Conditioning 395
Athletic Training 397
Principles of Coaching 396
Program Administration 399
Kinesiology 397
Anatomy 396
Physiology 399
Sport Law 395
Psychology of Coaching 396
Health Education 394
Exercise Physiology 395
Off iciating 397
Philosophy of Athletics 398
Theories of Learning 391
Public Relations/

Marketing 397
Speech 397
Philosophy of Phys. Ed. 395
Growth/Development 394
Biomechanics 398
Sociology of Sport 393
Adaptive Phys. Ed. 396

Coaching Methods Courses:

Basketball
Football
Track
Baseball
Volleyball
Golf
Tennis
Cross Country
Gymnastics
Swimming
Soccer
Wrestling

370
379
370
368
350
354
349
359
352
352
351
356

312 78.2
301 76.0
281 71.1
262 66.0
248 62.6
222 55.6
209 52.6
200 50.5
181 45.4
166 42.0
166 41.9
160 40.6
151 38.2
148 37.3
145 36.4
109 27.9

107 27.0
107 27.0
96 24.3
92 23.4
84 21.1
71 18.1
68 17.2

201 54.3
201 53.1
194 52.4
163 44.3
103 30.0
95 26.9
93 26.6
91 25.3
85 24.1
82 23.3
79 22.5
61 17.1

87 21.8
92 23.2
105 26.6
124 31.2
133 33.6
155 38.9
150 37.8
155 39.1
168 42.1
174 44.6
190 48.0
165 41.9
190 48.1
193 48.6
194 48.7
184 47.0

199 50.1
180 45.3
195 49.4
225 57.1
197 49.5
176 44.8
180 45.4

153 41.4
157 41.4
159 43.0
177 48.1
181 51.7
198 55.9
193 55.3
202 56.3
181 51.4
173 49.1
171 48.7
180 506

0
3
9

11
15
22
38
41
50
55
40
69
54
56
59
98

91
110
104

77
117
146
148

16
21
17
28
64
61
63
66
86
97

101
115

0.0
0.8
2.3
2.8
3.8
5.5
9.6

10.4
12.5
13.9
10.1
17.5
13.7
14.1
14.8
25.1

22.9
27.7
26.3
19.5
29.4
37.1
37.4

4.3
5.5
4.6
7.6

18.3
17.2
18.1
18.4
24.4
27.6
28.8
32.3
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Research Question 9: What priority should these courses be given

in the formulation of a model curriculum?

Coaches responding to study were asked to further delineate

courses for inclusion in a model curriculum designed to prepare

undergraduates for the coaching profession. They were asked to choose

up to twelve of the courses (sport specific methods courses were

considered as one choice) from the master list.

Data in Table 18 display the choices made by the survey sample,

as well as the choices made when the sample was divided into coaching

classification. Data concerning the rank order of responses to the top

twelve courses by sample total and by coaching classification are listed in

Table 19.
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Table 19

Rank Order of Chosen Courses by Coaching Classifictin

COURSES

Athletic Injuries
Athletic Training
First Aid
Principles of Coaching
Athletic Conditioning
Program Administration
Kinesiology
Anatomy
Coaching Methods
Psychology of Coaching
Physiology
Officiating
Sport Law
Philosophy of Athletics

SAMPLE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

5A

1
T3
T6

2
5

T3
T6
10
T8
T8
11
12

CLASSIFICATION

4A 3A

1 1
5 2
3 3
4 5
2 6
6 4

T7 7
T7 10

9 9
10 11

T11 12
T1l 8
T11 -

When the responses were examined by coaching classification, all

five groups responded by selecting the same courses among the top

eleven choices, with the exception of 2A respondents who included

philosophy of athletics. The twelfth course was a split decision between

officiating (5A,4A,3A) and sport law (4A and A). Due to identical

response rates to three courses, the 4A group listed thirteen courses. All

classifications listed athletic injuries as their number one course choice.

The data demonstrated a consistent response across classifications as to

the choice and ranking of the top twelve courses preferred in a coaching

preparation curriculum.

A similar breakdown of data concerning course selection by length

of coaching experience is provided in Table 20. Data in Table 21 provide

the rank order of courses selected by level of experience.

95

2A

1
2
4
3
5

T6
T9
T6
T9
T9

8

T9

A

1
2

T3
5

T3
6
7

T9
8

12
11

T9
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Table 21

Rank Order of Chosen Courses by Level of Experience

COURSE

Athletic Injuries
Athletic Training
First Aid
Principles of Coaching
Athletic Conditioning
Program Administration
Kinesiology
Anatomy
Coaching Methods
Psychology of Coaching
Physiology
officiating
Sport Law
Exercise Physiology

SAMPLE RANKING

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

RANKING BY
COACHING EXPERINECE

1 1
5 2
2 3
4 5
3 4

T6 8
T6 7
12 6
9 10
8 9
- 11

10 T12
11 T12

As was shown by classification of school, the level of coaching experience

does not substantially alter the ranking of the sample as a whole. The

first ten courses chosen by the sample are unanimous choices by each

level of experience. Coaches with 0-5 years of experience did not choose

physiology or officiating, but substituted exercise physiology and sport

law, courses also chosen by those in the 6-10 year experience level.

Coaches with the most experience, 11+ years, chose the identical set of

twelve courses as the sample. According to the data in Table 21, level of

experience does not substantially alter the perception of a coach

concerning courses that should comprise a model curriculum.

Research Question 10: Is a coaching internship perceived as a

desirable component in the preparation of secondary coaches?

Coaches in the sample were asked to disclose whether or not they

believe in the value of an internship in coaching similar in nature to the

1

2
5
3
6
4
8
9
7

12
10
11

M
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student teaching experience. In such a situation it is proposed that a

prospective coach would work with a coaching professional at the school

site, and gain insight into the duties and responsibilities involved in

coaching. This internship was not included in the courses listed on the

survey instrument since such a course is not a requirement at present in

Texas, and is not included in most under graduate curricula.

Respondents expressed that such an internship would be of value

(92.0%). Affirmative rates of response to a coaching internship by

coaching classification, level of experience, and whether or not the

respondent had a major or minor in physical education are displayed by

data in Table 22.

Data in Table 22 revealed that the higher the coaching

classification, the more coaches were in agreement that a coaching

internship would be useful. This may be accounted for in terms of the

responsibilities and pressures associated with coaching at a larger

school.

The positive response rate to a coaching internship increased as

the level of coaching experience increased, suggesting that coaches who

have spent more time in the profession understand the need to prepare

for the varied problems and situations encountered in coaching.

Experienced coaches also have the benefit of judging their own level of

preparedness from a greater longitudinal perspective.

The greatest difference in affirmative response rates were found

between those coaches with a major or minor in physical education and

those who did not have such a major or minor. Those with a physical

education background might see such an internship as a logical
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extension of the physical education curriculum designed for those

wishing to coach, while those without a physical education background

might view such an internship as only an additional course to complete

unrelated to their field of study.

Table 22

Affirmative Response Rates to Coaching Internship by Coaching

Classification. Level of Experience, and Physical Education Background

N
No. Affirmative Responses
% Affirmative Responses

SAMPLE

389
358

92.0

5A

116
113

97.4

0-5

N
No. Affirmative Responses
% Affirmative Responses

70
61

87.0

COACHING CLASSIFICATION

4A 3A 2A

126 63 50
116 56 44

92.1 88.9 88.0

LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE

6-10

103
94

91.3

11+

216
203

94.0

N
No. Affirmative Responses
% Affirmative Responses

PHYS. ED.

343
322

93.9

BACKGROUND

NON-PHYS. ED.

46
36

78.3

Research Question 11: Do current secondary coaches believe that

a minimum standard of certification for coaches would improve the

caliber of coaches and the coaching process in Texas?

Respondents were asked to simply respond yes or no to their

perception that some minimum form of coaching certification would

result in improved coaching. Nearly two-thirds of all coaches (64.6%)

A

34
29

85.3
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expressed agreement that a minimum standard would improve the

quality of coaching in Texas.

Data in Table 23 display the responses by coaching classification,

level of coaching experience, and physical education background. With

the exception of 2A coaches, the data did not reveal great differences in

attitudes concerning a minimum standard of certification. The low

affirmative response rate of 2A coaches (48.1%), is not readily explained,

except as a response set peculiar to this particular sample.

Table 23

Affirmative Response Rates to Minimum Standards For Coaching

Certification by Coaching Classification, Level of Experience., and

Physical Education Background

N
No. Affirmative Responses
% Affirmative Responses

SAMPLE

389
257

64.6

5A

114
73

64.0

0-5

N
No. Affirmative Responses
% Affirmative Responses

76
48

63.2

COACHING CLASSIFICATION

4A 3A 2A

128 66 52
91 41 25

71.1 62.1 48.1

LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE

6-10

106
73

68.9

11+

216
136

63.0

N
No. Affirmative Responses
% Affirmative Responses

PHYS. ED.

350
230
65.7

BACKGROUND

NON-PHYS. ED.

48
27

56.3

A

38
27

71.0
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Research Question 13: Do current secondary coaches favor a

certification process separate from teaching in order to coach in

Texas?

Coaches in the sample were asked to respond to two different

certification scenarios. One scenario required a state coaching

certification in addition to state teaching certification; the second

hypothetical situation would allow a person to receive a coaching

certification without having to be teacher certified.

A majority of the coaches (61.5%) favored the idea of a coaching

certification in addition to teacher certification. When examined by

coaching classification and level of experience, all classifications except

2A, and all experience levels closely paralleled the sample response rate.

Data concerning responses to coaching certification in addition to

teaching certification are found in Table 24.

Table 24

Affirmative Response Rate to Coaching Certification in Addition To

Teacher Certification by Coaching Classification and Experience

CLASSIFICATION

SAMPLE 5A 4A 3A 2A A

N 377 110 120 63 53 31
No. Affirmative Responses 232 73 82 36 23 18
% Affirmative Responses 61.5 66.4 68.3 57.1 43.4 58.1

LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE

0-5 6-10 11+

N 72 98 207
No. Affirmative Responses 43 62 127
% Affirmative Responses 59.7 63.3 61.4
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Coaches who did not approve of a separate coaching certification

were asked to list their reasons for such a decision. The most frequent

responses were those that addressed the issue of state bureaucracy, and

the idea of a possible test to prove coaching ability. Many others

responded that such a process would not by itself improve the caliber of

coaching, and believed that teaching certification was sufficient since

coaches were hired first and foremost as teachers. Finally, it was

frequently mentioned that any additional certification might mean

additional undergraduate course work, and that such a process would

lengthen the time necessary to earn a degree.

While the coaches favored a certification process for coaching in

addition to teaching certification, when asked to respond to a coaching

certification process that would stand alone the result was substantially

different. Two out of three coaches in the sample (68.8%) evidenced a

negative attitude toward this type of process. Data in Table 25

summarize the responses to coaching certification without teaching

certification by level of classification and experience.

The only noticeable difference from the sample response rate is

found at the A classification. This was the only sub-group to express

approval (51.6%) to a certification process that would allow one to coach

without teacher certification. The largest negative response (80.8%)

came from coaches at the 2A level.

Coaches were asked to disclose why they were negative toward

such a certification process. The most frequently cited response

concerned the belief that coaches need to be an important part of the

total school environment, and that this would occur only if a coach also
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taught. Another frequent reply included the idea that smaller schools

could not afford the luxury of hiring coaches who did not also teach, a

response that contradicts the class A approval rate. Also cited by many

was the perception that a coaching profession divorced from the

classroom would result in a change of priorities within the school system

such that education might take a back seat to athletics.

Table 25

Negative Response Rates to Coaching Certification Without Teacher

Certification by Level of Coaching Classification and E:perience

CLASSIFICATION

SAMPLE 5A 4A 3A 2A A

N 375 110 119 63 52 31
No. Negative Responses 258 75 78 48 42 15
% Negative Responses 68.8 68.2 65.5 76.2 80.8 48.4

LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE

0-5 6-10 11+

N 71 96 208
No. Negative Responses 50 62 146
% Negative Responses 70.4 64.6 70.2

Research Question 13: What form might such a certification

process take?

Respondents who agreed with either of the coaching certification

proposals were asked who should be certified (e.g. all coaches, head

coaches only), and how such certification should take place (e.g. a major

or minor in physical education, completion of specified course work).

Coaches who approved of coaching certification in addition to teaching
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certification denoted (89.2%) that all coaches should be involved in such

a certification process. Response rates concerning the inclusion of head

coaches and varsity assistants, head coaches only, and coaches of

specified sports were 3.4 percent, 5.6 percent and 1.7 percent

respectively.

Concerning the process by which certification might take place,

64.6 percent pointed out that the completion of specified courses in

physical education would be preferable to either a physical education

major (23.7%) or a physical education minor (11.6%). Coaches who

responded that completion of specific physical education courses was the

most preferred method were asked to consider the number of semester

hours needed for such a certification process. The mean number of

hours suggested was 17.3.

Although the majority of coaches did not approve of a coaching

certification process separate from teaching certification, it is interesting

to review the responses of those who did favor such a process. Those

who favored a coaching certification distinct from teaching certification

believed that such a certification should include all coaches (87.2%).

Little consideration was given to including head coaches only (4.3%),

head and varsity assistant coaches (5.1%), or coaches of specified sports

(3.4%).

The completion of specified physical education courses (57.3%)

was the preferred process by which such certification should be

accomplished, with some consideration given to a physical education

major (28.2%), or a physical education minor (14.5%). The mean
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number of semester hours designated for the completion of this process

was 18.2.

Regardless of the relationship of coaching certification to the

teaching certification process, those in the sample who approved of

coaching certification agreed that all coaches should be included in any

coaching certification. The preferred process involved the completion of

approximately eighteen hours of specified physical education courses.

Research Question 14: Do secondary coaches with degrees in

physical education feel differently about coaching certification than those

with either a minor in physical education or no physical education

degree?

The perceptions of those who majored in physical education were

compared to those without such a degree. The rate of approval for

coaching certification in addition to teaching certification was 61.5

percent for all coaches. Coaches with a major in physical education (N =

302) expressed an approval rate of 62.6 percent while those without a

physical education major (N =75) approved of such a process 57.3

percent of the time.

Concerning the process of a coaching certification separate from

teaching certification, the coaching sample expressed a negative response

rate of 68.8 percent. Physical education majors (N = 299) responded with

a negative response rate of 70.9 percent, while the rate of non-approval

for those without a physical education major (N= 76) was 60.5 percent.

Research Question 15: If a certification process were adopted,

should such a process be made retroactive?
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Coaches were asked to respond to the suggestion that any

certification process initiated in Texas be made retroactive to include all

current coaches. Those disagreeing with such a possibility were also

asked their reasons for dissenting. Those in favor of making certification

retroactive were asked their opinion about the number of years coaches

would be allowed to complete a certification process.

Negative responses were revealed by 66.3 percent of the coaches

toward the idea of retroactive certification. Over one half of the coaches

voicing opposition believed that current coaches should be exempted

from such a process on the basis of experience, and that experience is

the best teacher. Other frequent responses included lack of time for

current coaches to complete additional requirements, and the need for

coaches to find employment in the summer which would make returning

to school an economic hardship. Many cited such a proposition as a

detriment to morale, and feared that many coaches would choose to leave

the profession rather than go through a process of certification. Those

favoring coaching certification becoming retroactive suggested that

approximately four years (4.3 years) would be a suitable grace period for

completion of stated certification criteria.

Response data concerning retroactive certification by coaching

classification and level of experience are presented in Table 26. There

are no major differences in response rates among sub-groups with the

exception of those coaches with the least coaching experience. This sub-

group favored making certification retroactive (52. 1%).
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Table 26

Response Rate to Retroactive Coaching Certification by Level of Coaching

Classification and Experience

CLASSIFICATION

SAMPLE 5A 4A 3A 2A A

N 371 106 115 61 52 37
No. Negative Responses 246 65 82 43 35 21
% Negative Responses 66.3 61.3 71.3 70.5 67.3 56.8

LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE

0-5 6-10 11+

N 71 96 204
No. Negative Responses 34 63 149
% Negative Responses 47.9 65.6 73.0

Research Question 16: Should coaching certification become a

reality, to what extent are current undergraduate physical education

programs in Texas able to meet the requirements of a proposed

curriculum?

According to the College Catalog Collection. 199Q-91 (Career

Guidance Foundation, 1990), there are currently 50 four-year

institutions offering programs in physical education. Data in Table 27

provide a matrix of the recommended courses for the undergraduate

preparation of coaches, plotted against the schools

offering physical education programs.

A majority of the proposed courses were common offerings in

undergraduate programs. The exceptions to this were courses in athletic

training, the psychology of coaching, sport law, and a coaching

internship. Anatomy and physiology were not always included in

physical education programs, but were offered through departments of
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science. The percentage that the recommended courses are offered

among the institutions examined is provided by data bound in Table 28.

Table 27

Recommended Courses Offered by Four Year Texas Institutions With

Physical Education Programs

COURSE LEGEND

1. Athletic injuries 6. Program administration 11. Physiology
2. Athletic training 7. Kinesiology 12. Officiating
3. First aid 8. Anatomy 13~ Sport law
4. Principles of coaching 9. Coaching methods courses 14. Exercise physiology
5. Athletic conditioning 10. Psychology of coaching 15. Coaching internship

SCHOOL COURSE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Abilene Christian
Angelo State x
Austin College X
Baylor x
Concordia
Dallas Baptist x
East Texas

Baptist a
East Texas State x
Hardin Simmons
Houston Baptist x
Howard Payne
Huston-Tillotson
Incarnate Word x
Lamar
LeTourneau x
Lubbock

Christian x
McMurry x
Midwestern x
Our Lady of

the Lake
Pan American x
Prairie View A & M x
Rice x
St. Edward's x
St. Mary's x
Sam Houston x
Schreiner
Southern

Methodist
SW Texas State x
Southwestern x
S. F. Austin x

x x
x x

x
x x x

x x
x x

x

x

x

x

a x x b
x x x b

x x b
a x x b
x x x b
x x x b

x x a x b
x x a x x b
x a x x b
x x a x b

a x x b
x x x b
x a b

a x x b
a x x x x b

x x a b
a x x b

x a x b

x
x
x
x

x

x

b
a x b
a x b

x a x x b
x x x x b

a x b
x a x b
x a x b

x x x a x x b
a x x b

a a x x b
x a x x b

x b
x b

b
x x x
x b

b

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

a
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
b
b
b
b
b
b

x x

x b

x b
b
b

x
x

x

x x

x b
x

x b
b

x x

b
x

b

a

x
x

x
x

a x
x

x

x
x x

x

x x

x x
x x

x x

x x

x

a x
x
x

x x

x
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(Table 27 continued)
(School) (Course)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Sul Ross x x x a x b x b x x
Tarleton State x x a x x b x b x c
Texas A& I a x x x b x b x x
Texas A& M x x x b x x b x x
Texas Christian x x a x b x x b x
Texas Lutheran x a x x x x b x b x x
Texas Southern x a x x b x b x x
Texas Tech x x x x a x x b x x b a
Texas Wesleyan x x x x x x b x b x x x a,c
Texas Woman's x x a x b x b a x x
Trinity x a x b x b x
U. of Houston x x x x b x x x
U. of North Texas x x x b x x b x c
UT San Antonio x x x x x b x b
UT Austin x x x x x b x x x x x
UT Arlington x x a b x b x
UT El Paso x x x a x x b x x x x
Wayland Baptist x x x a x x b x x x x x
W. Texas State x x x x x b x b x x
Wiley x a x a x x b x b a

(a) 1-hour course only
(b) not offered through physical education but available
(c) internship in athletic administration

Table 28

Percent of Texas Undergraduate Institutions Offering Recommended

Courses

COURSE %

Anatomy 100.0
Physiology 100.0
Sport specific coaching methods 94.0
Athletic conditioning 92.0
Kinesiology 84.0
Exercise physiology 82.0
Program administration 68.0
Athletic injuries 64.0
First aid 60.0
Principles of coaching 60.0
Officiating 50.0

Athletic training 32.0
Psychology of coaching 28.0
Coaching internship 16.0
Sport law 4.0
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In education at present there exists a concern over the professional

preparation of secondary coaches. Due to the increased demand for

coaches brought about by an increased level of participation, many

states have resorted to hiring teachers with no physical education or

coaching preparation. Other states have been forced to hire non-teacher

certified personnel to meet the demand for coaches (Sisley & Wiese,

1987). In addition, the litigious nature of society coupled with the risks

associated with interscholastic athletics have increased the need for

some procedure by which schools can determine the competency of the

coaches they employ (van der Smissen, 1989; Wiedner, 1989).

The current law in Texas requires only that a coach have teacher

certification and be employed full time. Full-time employees not teacher

certified may also be hired to coach, although this is the exception rather

than the rule (Sisley & Wiese, 1987).

This study involved the development of an undergraduate

curricular model designed to prepare secondary coaches. The study also

involved the related issue of coaching certification as the possible end

result of such preparation.

The perceptions of Texas coaches provided the data for the study.

The Questionnaire on the Professional Preparation of Secondary Coaches

111
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in Texas, based on an instrument developed by Hatlem (1972), was used

to gather appropriate data. Questionnaires were mailed to coaches at

132 randomly selected public high schools in Texas. A total of 1300

instruments were included in the mailing. A response was received from

69 schools (52.3%), which resulted in a return of 417 questionnaires

(32.1%).

Texas Coaches

Data revealed that in Texas coaches tend to have longer coaching

careers than found in similar studies. The average age of the coaches in

the study was 35.9 years, with an average length of coaching experience

of 12.8 years. Both figures are higher than those found by Flatt (1975)

in a study of Tennessee coaches. Similar figures reported by Hatlem

(1972) in a Wisconsin study of high school coaches, and by Maetozo

(1971) in a national survey, were lower than those found in this study.

It is a belief of professional educators that the field of physical

education is the proper area for the preparation of coaches (Education

Policies Commission, 1954; AAHPER, 1962; Massengale, 1984). The

majority of coaches in Texas are products of Texas institutions of higher

learning, and 78.2 percent reported their undergraduate degree was

earned in physical education. An additional 11.3 percent reported a

minor in physical education. Toothaker (1974) found similar

undergraduate preparation in a survey of Arkansas high school coaches,

as did Flatt (1975) in Tennessee. Other studies demonstrate that Texas

coaches, when based on the premise of a physical education background,

are better prepared than most coaches (Caputo, 1978; Fyfe, 1971;
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"Here's What's..", 1986; Johnson, et. al., 1986).

Coaches in the study believed that the pursuit of an advanced

degree is an important consideration in professional development. Over

three-quarters of the coaches had begun work on a master's degree, and

of this number nearly one-half had earned a master's degree. Physical

education was the graduate field of study by nearly one-half of those in

graduate school, and this evidences a desire for continued preparation in

competencies related to coaching. Educational administration was the

second most common field of graduate study, illustrating that many

coaches intend to stay in education as school administrators when their

coaching careers are finished.

The competitive backgrounds of the coaches in the sample reflect

participation in the team sports most emphasized in Texas: football,

basketball, track, and baseball. Coaches are well prepared if experience

is a criterion to coach the major sports in Texas. Playing experience has

been cited as a high priority competency for coaches, especially if they do

not have training in physical education (AAHPER, 1962). The

competitive backgrounds of Texas coaches match up well with their

current coaching assignments. There were substantially more coaches

with competitive experience in the major team sports than there were

coaching assignments in these sports. Caputo (1978) cited similar

findings in a study of Pennsylvania high school coaches. Volleyball,

cross country, golf, and soccer were the only sports in which competitive

experience did not exceed coaching assignments.

Competitive experience was not perceived by Texas coaches as

. ; : ... }. : .i%4 : 
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being an essential coaching competency in terms of gaining employment

in coaching. This differs from the findings of Caputo (1978) and Joyce

(1983), in which Pennsylvania and Virginia coaches believed playing

experience to be valuable in their preparation for coaching employment.

The most essential criteria involved in hiring were character,

appearance, and scholarship evidenced in undergraduate course work.

Flatt (1975) also found that Tennessee coaches believed character and

appearance to be essential criteria, but the ability to speak was listed

rather than evidence of scholarship. Despite the high percentage of

coaches with a major or minor in physical education, such preparation

was not viewed as being essential in securing a coaching position.

The coaching sample evidenced a commitment to professional

growth through membership in professional organizations and frequent

attendance at coaching clinics. In both cases, nine out of ten coaches

belonged to the state high school coaching association and attended at

least one coaching clinic per year.

Curriculum: Coaching Preparation

The courses chosen for inclusion in a curriculum designed to

prepare coaches included the following: athletic injuries, athletic

training, first aid, principles of coaching, athletic conditioning, program

administration, kinesiology, anatomy, sport specific coaching methods,

psychology of coaching, physiology, officiating, and sport law. These

courses are identical in nature to the courses and competency areas

included in studies done by Arritola (1978), Caputo (1978), Hatlem

(1972),and Joyce (1983). They also parallel past curricular
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recommendations made by the AAHPER (1962, 1968), as well as those

made by a joint TAHPER-THSCA task force in 1979 ("Proposal for..",

1979).

When course choices were examined by classification of coaching,

sport law was included by 4A and A coaches, and philosophy of athletics

by 2A coaches. Choices by level of coaching experience also showed that

sport law and exercise physiology were important to coaches with less

than ten years of experience.

The majority of Texas coaches expressed an adequate level of

preparation in the courses designated, with the exception of sport law.

Adequate preparation was expressed in the major sport methods courses,

but in sports such as golf, gymnastics, cross country, swimming, soccer,

and wrestling, preparation was viewed as inadequate. Adequate

preparation is not dependent upon the completion of a particular course,

as a majority of coaches reported having completed no undergraduate

course in officiating, athletic conditioning, psychology of coaching, and

sport law. Basketball, football, and track were the only coaching

methods courses completed by a majority of Texas coaches in the

sample. It is evident that perceptions of adequate preparation were

gained from a holistic curricular experience rather than the completion of

specific courses.

Texas coaches voiced adequate preparation in areas relating to

athletic injuries, training, and conditioning. Recent national studies

have shown concern over the lack of preparation of coaches in these

areas (Culpepper, 1986; Kelley & Brightwell, 1984; Houseworth, 1990).

Texas coaches favored including an internship in coaching as part
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of a coaching preparation curriculum. Positive responses to internship

were found across levels of coaching classification as well as coaching

experience. Coaches with degrees in physical education expressed a

higher approval rate for such an internship, but the majority of those

with degrees in other fields also expressed approval.

At present, a majority of the four-year institutions in Texas with

programs in physical education offer most of the courses included in the

model coaching curriculum. Athletic training, psychology of coaching, a

coaching internship, and sport law are the courses not offered by a

majority of the schools in Texas. Anatomy, physiology, sport specific

coaching methods, athletic conditioning, kinesiology, and exercise

physiology were offered by at least eight out of every ten schools.

The Issue of Certification

Texas coaches disclosed that some minimum standard of coaching

certification would improve the overall level of coaching in the state.

Studies evidence that this opinion is shared by coaches in Arkansas,

Colorado, Louisiana, Nevada, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and

Wisconsin (Caputo, 1978; Dobbs, 1975; Flatt, 1975; Fyfe, 1971; Hatlem,

1972; Sumner, 1988; Toothaker, 1974). This opinion reinforces the

beliefs of coaches concerning the impact of certification found in earlier

Texas studies (Fuller, 1979; Schatzle, 1979).

Texas coaches expressed the belief that any coaching certification

process should not be independent of teaching certification. A majority

approved of a coaching certification process in addition to teaching

certification. The majority of Texas coaches in the sample rejected a

j4" , -4- -, ; - . , ,,, , ,- , , "" --. , ,
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coaching certification process that would allow employment as a coach

only.

Should a certification process become a reality, it was reported

that such a process include all coaches regardless of sport coached or

level of responsibility. The favored process by which certification could

be obtained was through the completion of specified courses in physical

education. A major or minor in physical education was not seen as being

necessary for certification. Eighteen hours of course work was the mean

number of hours believed necessary for the completion of such a

certification. Similar responses were found by Cox (1983) in a survey of

high school coaches in South Carolina, North Carolina, and Tennessee.

Coaches in the survey expressed negative feelings toward any

certification process that was retroactive in nature. A similar response

was found by Flatt (1975), but studies by Aldridge (1975) and Fyfe (1971)

revealed that other groups of coaches believe that certification should be

retroactive.

Conclusions

The following conclusions were arrived at on the basis of the data

gathered in this study from secondary coaches in Texas.

1. There should be a separate process in Texas for the certification

of those wishing to coach at the secondary level. This certification would

be in addition to, and dependent upon teaching certification.

Certification is suggested even though the majority of Texas coaches in

the study have been well prepared through programs in undergraduate

physical education. If coaching is to elevate itself to the status of a

4
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profession, there must be a standard by which those in the profession

are measured. Certification would provide such a standard.

2. Coaching certification should not be retroactive. The level of

undergraduate preparation, graduate work, coaching and playing

experience, and professional membership and involvement indicate that

current Texas coaches would not be served by making such a program

retroactive. Any small gains would be offset by the possibility of

experienced coaches leaving the profession, and a loss of morale among

current coaches.

3. Coaching certification should take place through undergraduate

programs of physical education. Such programs should include at least

18 semester hours of designated course work.

4. The curriculum design for coaching certification should be

structured along lines similar to those recommended by the AAHPER

(Maetozo, 1971). Included in a coaching curriculum should be courses

in areas relating to the scientific principles of coaching, principles and

problems of coaching, medical aspects of athletics, and coaching theory

and techniques.

Based upon the perceptions of the Texas coaches in the study, the

following curricular model is proposed.

Scientific principles of coaching: A course in anatomy (3 hours)

and one course (3 hours) chosen from among physiology, exercise

physiology, kinesiology, or biomechanics.

Principles and problems of coaching: A course in the principles of

coaching (3 hours), and a three hour course in athletic program

administration. The principles of coaching course should include a
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detailed unit dealing with the psychology of coaching, while sport law

should be covered in the athletic program administration course.

Medical aspects of athletics: One 3-hour course chosen from

either athletic injuries or athletic training. Completion of either course

should certify a student in first aid techniques.

Coaching theory and techniques: A minimum of three 1-hour

courses dealing with sport specific activities. Conditioning techniques

appropriate to each sport should be included.

Suggested elective courses to compliment the 18-hour curriculum

would include courses in sport law, psychology of coaching, and

officiating.

5. A coaching internship program should serve as a capstone

course for the certification process. This internship could stand alone as

a one semester course similar to student teaching, or could become part

of the student teaching experience itself. The latter process is suggested

for consideration. A prospective coach must also receive Texas teaching

certification, so no undue hardship would be placed on the student if

coaching internship is combined with the student teaching experience.

Recommendations

In order for coaching certification to become a reality in Texas,

certain changes must occur. Within the limitations of the survey

instrument, and the sample of Texas secondary coaches, the researcher

offers the following recommendations:

1. It is recommended that the THSCA and TAHPER renew their

joint efforts to secure a coaching certification process through the Texas
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Education Agency. The timing is right for such renewed efforts based on

the attitudes of coaches and the continuing concern over professional

preparation and legal issues involving interscholastic athletics.

2. Texas institutions of higher education must study their physical

education programs in light of coaching preparation. ,Restructuring

should occur along the lines of the model proposed. Programs should

investigate making available to all students an area of emphasis in

coaching regardless of whether or not they major in physical education.

Institutions should undertake such a study regardless of whether or not

state coaching certification is initiated.

Institutions must specifically incorporate an internship process in

their programs. Those institutions not offering courses recommended in

the coaching curriculum should insure that such courses are offered on

a routine basis. In addition, those responsible for instruction in the

designated courses must rethink the structure of such courses to reflect

issues relating to the preparation of coaches.

3. The THSCA and other coaching organizations should structure

coaching clinics and workshops in such a manner that they provide

continuing education for coaches. Such programs should go beyond

traditional agendas of tactics and strategies and concentrate on such

areas as coaching psychology and current legal issues.

Implications for Further Study

Based on the findings of this study it is recommended that benefits

would be gained from further study concerning the preparation of

coaches. Recommended areas for study include:
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1. A longitudinal study of the effect that coaching certification has

had in those states that have adopted such certification. Attention

should be given to the effect certification has had on the coaching

population, as well as the effect certification has had in terms of the

quality of coaching.

2. A study that would investigate the perceptions of other

populations in Texas regarding the undergraduate preparation of

coaches and the possibility of coaching certification. Populations for

study include Texas high school superintendents and principals, as well

as deans of undergraduate schools of physical education.
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The following section presents a state by state summary of the

requirements necessary to coach. Except where noted, the information

was gathered from an article by Sisley and Wiese (1987), "Current

Status: Requirements for Interscholastic Coaches". This article is a

review of the NAGWS/NASPE nationwide survey on the status of

coaching certification.

Arizona. All head coaches must hold a valid teaching certificate.

Assistant coaches do not need to meet this requirement, but must be

supervised directly by a certified teacher. Local districts may take an

exception and approve head coaches who are not teacher certified.

Arkansas. Prior to 1987 all coaches in football, basketball, and

track who were not certified in physical education had to complete a total

of 11 hours in the areas of anatomy, care of injuries, administration of

athletics, and coaching theory (Noble & Sigle, 1980). All coaches are

required to hold a teaching certificate and complete a course in athletic

injuries. At present all coaches must have both a teaching certificate as

well as an 11 hour coaching certificate.

California. Prior to 1987 anyone with a teaching certificate could

coach or meet the state criteria for 'coaching qualification'. Currently all

coaches regardless of certification must meet the requirements of Title V

of the California Administration Code ("Coping with", 1988). The

requirements can be met in a variety of ways from college courses to a

background in athletic participation to coaching experience in a youth

league setting. No formal certification exists, but the coaching candidate

must show proof that the stated criteria have been met.
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Colorado. All coaches must be certified teachers. Private school

coaches can apply for a one year exception to the Colorado Department

of Education. Exceptions are available for non-certified assistant

coaches.

Connecticut. All coaches are required to hold either a teaching

certificate and a first aid card or a coaching permit. The coaching permit

consists of a first aid card and 45 clock hours (3 college semester hours)

in legal and safety aspects of coaching, principles/practices of coaching

adolescents, adolescent sport psychology, and medical aspects of

coaching. There are exceptions to the policy.

Delaware. Coaches must hold teaching certification and be

employed at least half a school day. Head coaches must attend a state

rules clinic or pass an open book exam on the rules for their sport. An

exception is allowed in the hiring of an emergency coach.

Florida. Coaches of major sports must be a full time employee and

hold a teaching certificate. Head coaches of major sports must attend a

state rules clinic each year. Coaches of minor sports must be approved

by the principal and registered with the state athletic association, and

must be accompanied by a regular faculty member at competitive events.

At present the Florida state legislature is considering passage of a

law (Ostro, 1989) that would result in coaches having to attain an

endorsement in coaching. This program would require 180 hours (or 9

semester hours of college course work) of study in coaching techniques

and skills, coaching theory, and care and prevention of athletic injuries.

No coaches would be grandfathered, but a 3 to 4 year grace period would

be allowed in which to attain the endorsement.
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Georgia. Coaches must be full time employees and hold a teaching

certificate.

Hawaii. Requires neither a teaching nor a coaching certificate.

Standards for coaches are set by local districts.

Idaho. All head coaches must have a teaching certificate, but

assistants are not required to be certified. Exceptions are allowed.

Illinois. All coaches must hold a teaching certificate. Based on a

1971 recommendation by the Illinois Association for Professional

Preparation in Health, Physical Education and Recreation (Meinhardt,

1971) a voluntary certification program is in existence. Anyone with a

teaching certificate is eligible. A minimum of 12 semester hours in four

competency areas is needed. There are limited exceptions to the basic

policy.

Indiana. Indiana is an example of a state that has eased the

requirements to coach. At present neither a teaching nor coaching

certificate is required. Standards are determined at the local level. A

voluntary program exists for all certified teachers. This is a radical

departure from the old standards (Fritz, 1970; Opdycke, 1968) which

required a certificate in physical education in order to be a head football

or basketball coach, and required all other coaches to be certified

teachers with a minimum of eight semester hours in first aid and courses

related to growth and development.

Iowa. Coaching certification is in place in Iowa and has changed

little over the years (Fritz, 1970; Noble & Corbin, 1978; Noble & Sigle,

1980; Opdycke, 1968). At present, all varsity head coaches of major

sports must hold a teaching certificate with a coaching endorsement.
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This endorsement is granted to any individual with a major/minor in

physical education, anyone who is 'certified' or 'approved' as a physical

education teacher, anyone who completes an approved undergraduate

coaching preparation program, or anyone who completes a program

offered by the Department of Public Instruction. Head coaches of minor

sports and all assistants must hold 'coaching authorization' which

includes 1 semester hour each of coaching theory and human growth

and development, and two semester hours in athletic injuries. This

authorization is good for five years. An exception is made for a

temporary certificate if requested by the local school district.

Kansas. Coaches must hold a teaching certificate. Exceptions for

one year are made for "supervised coaches' aides", and passage of the

ACEP program will result in a change in status to an "unsupervised

coaches' aide". The Kansas Association for Health, Physical Education

and Recreation (KAHPER) has attempted success to get certification

established and has recommended minimum requirements for Kansas

coaches ("Qualifications of", 1978).

Kentucky. All coaches must be certified teachers employed at least

half time. Head coaches of football, basketball, baseball and wrestling

must attend a sponsored rules clinic. The use of para-professionals as

assistants is an exception.

Louisiana. Coaches of all sports except golf, gymnastics,

swimming, wrestling, soccer and tennis must have a teaching certificate,

and teach three classes or be a full time administrator. Coaches in the

sports cited may be non-certified but can coach competitively only in the

presence of a certified teacher.
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Maine. No requirements. Standards set by local districts.

Maryland. Coaches must be certified teachers, employed by the

school district, and have completed the equivalent of a 1 hour course in

athletic injuries. Exceptions are made in emergency situations.

Massachusetts. No requirements.

Michigan. No requirements to coach, and standards are set by the

local district. Voluntary certification ("Coping with", 1988) is available

through the Michigan High School Athletic Association (MHSAA). The

MHSAA has long been a proponent of coaching certification ("Upgrading",

1981). In union with other state associations the MHSAA has published

a pamphlet entitled "Upgrading Coaching Standards Through Evaluation

and Education". Three coaching levels and associated competencies

were recommended, but formal action by the state department of

education has never materialized.

Minnesota. Minnesota has had coaching certification in effect

since 1966 (Fritz, 1970). At that time head coaches of specified major

sports for boys were required to have either a major or minor in physical

education, or a nine hour coaching block of physical education. In 1972

a set of criteria was adopted for coaches of girls' sports, but was tabled

and later amended because it was deemed so different from the

standards required of coaches in boys programs as to be discriminatory

(Johnson, et.al., 1986). From 1972 to 1981 many proposals were

suggested for certification.

As of 1982 all head varsity coaches must be teacher certified and

have a 'coaching licensure'. The coaching licensure program includes 12

to 18 quarter hours of first aid, care and prevention of injuries, sport
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techniques, psychology of coaching, and 40 hours of supervised field

experience in coaching. Assistant coaches do not have to meet these

requirements. In cases of hardship, exceptions are granted if the

individual has a bachelor's degree, but this must be renewed each year.

Mississippi. All coaches must hold teaching certification and be

full time employees. Specific coaching certification is highly

recommended but not required. There are no exceptions.

Missouri. In the late 1960s and early 1970s a series of

conferences resulted in coaches being required to show either

certification in physical education or complete 15 hours in kinesiology,

athletic injuries, conditioning, coaching theory, and at least one year of

intercollegiate playing experience, officiating or administration (McKinney

& Taylor, 1970; Opdycke, 1968). This certification is no longer in effect.

Currently the only requirement to coach is a valid teaching certificate.

Montana. Head coaches of football, basketball, volleyball, track

and field, cross country and wrestling must be certified to teach. All

coaches must have current first aid certification.

Nebraska. In the past, Nebraska coaches completed an

endorsement program for coaching along with their teacher certification

(Fritz, 1970; Noble & Corbin, 1978). The endorsement required a

minimum of 12 semester hours in organization and administration of

athletics, treatment of injuries, and coaching methods in at least three

sports. This endorsement was required regardless of teaching field.

This endorsement is no longer in effect. At present coaches must

have a teaching certificate and a valid first aid card. All head coaches

must be employed by the school district and teach at least two classes.
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Non-certified personnel can be used as assistants and are classified as

"coaches aides".

Nevada. The only requirement to coach is a teaching certificate. In

hardship cases exceptions are possible but must be renewed on an

annual basis.

New Hampshire. No requirements for employment as a coach.

This is a change as in the past the completion of a teacher preparation

curriculum was required (Fritz, 1970; Opdycke, 1968).

New Jersey. All coaches must be certified teachers. Exceptions

are allowed in emergencies for those who hold a county certificate.

New Mexico. Head coaches must be certified teachers and full time

employees. Assistant coaches must be under contract to the school

system. A voluntary program, the New Mexico Athletic Association

Coaches Preparatory Program, based on ACEP guidelines is in effect.

Exceptions are granted.

New York. New York is another state that has lessened the

requirements needed to coach. In 1980 (Noble & Sigle, 1980) coaches of

strenuous sports had to be certified in physical education and complete a

9 semester hour or a 120 class hour in service program in philosophy

and organization, health services applied to coaching, and theory and

techniques of the sport coached. Coaches of non-strenuous sports were

required to complete 2 semester hours or 30 clock hours in philosophy

and principles of athletics.

At present there are three options for a coach of a strenuous sport

to obtain a 'coaching license'. The first option is simply certification in

physical education. Option two allows a certified teacher in a field other
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than physical education to coach after completing course work in

philosophy and organization, health sciences, first aid and coaching

theory. A third option is open to non-certified personnel who can acquire

a 'temporary coaching license' by completing the course work listed and

paying a yearly $50 fee. Coaches of non-strenuous sports must take

philosophy and principles of athletics, and a course in first aid.

North Carolina. Head coaches must have a teaching certificate or

a special provisional license. There are no requirements for assistant

coaches. Exceptions for head coaches must be approved by the Activities

Association and the Department of Public Instruction.

North Dakota. There are no requirements. Local school districts

determine hiring standards.

Ohio. Despite repeated efforts to establish coaching certification,

neither teaching nor coaching certification is required. The state has

established minimum requirements that are enforced by local school

boards. These minimum requirements call for completion of the

voluntary "Interscholastic Coaching Certification" program or completion

of a college course on health and safety in an activity program.

Completion of a sports related first aid and CPR course also meet

minimum requirements. In addition, all coaches must participate in

approved yearly clinics or workshops dealing with sports medicine or the

health and safety of participants in activity programs.

Oklahoma. At one time coaches in Oklahoma were required to

hold one of three state certificates in physical education (Fritz, 1970).

Noble and Sigle (1980) report that by 1980 in addition to being certified,

head coaches must complete 2 semester hours in athletic injuries and 4
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semester hours from one of several areas including the exercise sciences.

All other coaches were required to complete the 2 hours in athletic

injuries.

At present the 1980 standards are still in effect plus a coach must

be employed at least half time by the school district. Oklahoma has a

voluntary coaching endorsement program called the "Athletic Coaching

Endorsement". To receive this endorsement, 12 semester hours are

required, 6 in exercise physiology and the prevention of athletic injuries,

and 6 from a variety of electives. An exception is allowed for lay people to

assist at practice but not during competition.

Oregon. Requirements have not changed over the past two

decades (Maetozo, 1971; Noble & Sigle, 1980). Neither a teaching nor

coaching certificate is required. A voluntary coaching endorsement

program is in operation. Application is made to the Teacher Standards

and Practices Commission with the requirements consisting of a valid

first aid card, statements of competency in conditioning, care of injuries,

growth and development, a statement from the local school board, and

the payment of a fee. This is a renewable endorsement. Non-certified

personnel are eligible for the endorsement.

Pennsylvania. No requirements. Standards are determined at the

local level. Hiring priority is given to those already employed as certified

teachers. Based on recommendations by the Pennsylvania State

Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation ("Coaching

certification", 1977; Maetozo, 1971) it is suggested that all coaches,

especially non-certified personnel have preparation in first aid, athletic

injuries, and the scientific principles of conditioning and training.
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Rhode Island. All coaches employed by local school districts must

hold a "certificate of qualification" which verifies that the coach has

completed a Red Cross first aid program.

South Carolina. Head coaches of all sports, including freshmen

and junior varsity teams must be district employees and certified

teachers. Assistant coaches have no requirements, but teaching

certification is recommended.

South Dakota. South Dakota has lessened requirements for

coaching over the years. An historical review (Fritz, 1970; Opdycke,

1968) indicates that for a long period of time coaches were required to

have completed a minimum of 18 hours in health and physical education

with at least 5 hours in health. By the late 1970s this requirement was

reduced to 8 hours in physical education with one course in athletic

injuries (Noble & Corbin, 1978; Noble & Sigle, 1980).

At present coaches must be certified teachers and have completed

a course in athletic injuries. Head coaches are also required to complete

a theory course in their sport. Non-certified teachers may serve as an

assistant under the supervision of a certified head coach if they have

completed instruction in athletic injuries or first aid.

Tennessee. Requirements include teaching certification and full

time employment. No exceptions are granted.

Texas. Despite efforts at establishing coaching certification, the

only requirement is teaching certification. Full time employees not

teacher certified are also eligible to coach.

Utah. All coaches must be teacher certified and full time school

district employees. Teacher's aides or paraprofessionals can hold
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assistant coaching positions if under the direct supervision of a certified

teacher.

Vermont. There are no requirements.

Virginia. All coaches must have a teaching certificate.

Washington. Head coaches must be certified teachers. All paid

coaches must have completed or be enrolled in a first aid course. An

exception allows those without teaching certification to obtain a "special

certificate" that will permit employment as a coach.

West Virginia. All coaches must be full time school employees and

hold teacher certification.

Wisconsin. A teaching certificate is required of all coaches.

Wisconsin has a voluntary certification program obtained through state

colleges and universities. This program is modeled along the guidelines

proposed by the AAHPER. A minimum of 16 semester hours is

suggested, with no more than 4 in the area of coaching techniques.

Wyoming. Requirements have changed in Wyoming over the years.

Through the early 1970s an endorsement for a particular sport could be

added to any certificate if the coach had a course in first aid and at least

one course in coaching (Fritz, 1971).

By the late 1970s this requirement was changed to include the

completion of a minimum of 8 hours in coaching or in physical

education. Included as mandatory were one course in athletic injuries

and one course in coaching techniques in the sport coached (Noble &

Corbin, 1978).

At present, all coaches must have a teaching certificate and a

coaching endorsement. The endorsement is attained by completion of
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courses in first aid, athletic injuries, and coaching theory. If the

endorsement is for a particular sport, the theory course must be in that

sport. One year as an assistant in a given sport satisfies the coaching

theory requirement.
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1. DMA Task Force on Certification (1,6,12,17,22)

2. Arkansas Coaching Certification (3,4,7,13,18,23)

3. Connecticut 'coaching permit' (2,4,8,9,14)

4. Iowa 'coaching endorsement' (3,13,15,19,24)

5. Minnesota 'coaching licensure' (2,3,13,14,20,23,26)

6. New York 'coaching license' (2,10,13,27)

7. Wyoming 'coaching endorsement' (2,3,13)

8. Alabama voluntary coaching certification

(2,3,7,8,10,11,13,14,21,23,25,27)

9. Illinois voluntary coaching certification (2,8,12,17)

10. New Mexico voluntary coaching certification (5,8,9,14,29)

11. Indiana voluntary coaching certification (2,6,12,17,22)

12. Oklahoma voluntary 'Athletic Coaching Endorsement'

(3,7,9,15,16,18,23,25)

13. Oregon voluntary 'coaching endorsement' (2,30)

14. Wisconsin voluntary coaching certification (2,6,10,12,17,22)

15. American Coaching Effectiveness Program (5,9,10,13,14,16,25)

16. Canadian National Coaching Certification Program (9,13,14,15,26)

17. University of Oregon Coaching Specialization Program

(2,3,7,13,14,15,24,26)

18. California State Sacramento Walk on Coach Program (2,9,14)

19. University of California Santa Barbara coaching minor

(1,2,7,13,14,15,16,26,28)

20. Ohio Northern University Professional Preparation Coaching

Certification Program (2,3,7,13,14,26)

21. Kansas State University coaching minor (3,7,13,14,16,18,25)
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22. Texas proposals - coaching endorsement (3,7,14,21,23,25)

23. Proposed law - Florida legislature (3,13,14)

24. Missouri recommendations (3,7,9,16,18,25)

25. Illinois Association for Professional Preparation in Health, Physical

Education and Recreation proposals (2,6,12,17,22)

26. Pennsylvania State Association for Health, Physical Education and

Recreation proposals (2,3,7,9,11,13,14,18,23,25)

27. Kansas Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation

(7,12,22,26)

28. Survey of New York high school and college athletic directors and

state coaching organization officials (2,8,11,13,14,17,22)

29. Virginia survey of superintendents, principals, coaches

(3,7,9,13,14,16,25,26)

30a. Survey of coaching preparation programs in Washington and Oregon

(2,3,13,15,18,23,25,28)

30b.Survey of coaches in Washington and Oregon (2,13,14,15,16,18,25)

31. Survey of chairpersons of undergraduate schools of physical

education in the Southeast (1,7,8,9,11,13,14,17,25)

32. Survey of all state directors of athletics, 100 physical education

chairmen, physical education coaches and non-physical education

coaches (3,7,9,14,15,16,17,19,25)

33. Survey of each state: director of certification, executive secretary of

activities association, president of state AHPER, and president of

coaches association (1,3,7,9,11,13,14,17,20,26)
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Course Legend

1. Medical Aspects: Generic Title**

2. First Aid

3. Care and Prevention of Injuries

4. Coaching Adolescents

5. Sport Medicine

6. Principles and Problems of Coaching: Generic title**

7. Organization and Administration of Athletics/Phy. Ed.

8. Legal Aspects of Coaching

9. Principles of Coaching

10. Philosophy of Coaching/Coaching Ethics

11. Sociology of Coaching/Sport

12. Theory and Techniques of Coaching: Generic title**

13. Sport Theory

14. Psychology of Coaching

15. Athletic Conditioning

16. Officiating Sports

17. Kinesiological Foundations: Generic title**

18. Kinesiology

19. Structure and Function in Relation to Activity

20. Science of Sports

21. Biomechanics

22. Physiological Foundations: Generic title**

23. Anatomy

24. Growth and Development

25. Physiology/Exercise Physiology
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26. Practicum/Internship in Coaching

27. Health Sciences/nutrition

28. Speech

29. Public Relations

30. Developmental Activities: Clinics, Workshops

**These are suggested titles for competency area generic in nature

resulting from the 1971 AAHPER guidelines on coaching certification.
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VIROQUA AREA SCHOOLS

Viroqua, Wisconsin 54665

August 23, 1990

TO WHOM THIS MAY CONCERN:

I hereby give permission for John

doctoral dissertation as an instrument

Knorr to use my

for his studies.

Sincerely,

Dr. Roger B. Hatlem
Principal

Commitment To Excellence
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QUESTIONNAIRE ON THE PROFESSIONAL PREPARATION OF SELECTED
SECONDARY COACHES IN TEXAS

1. Background Information

1A. Undergraduate/Graduate Preparation

Age of Respondent
Total years of coaching experience In Texas?
Total years of teaching experience In Texas?
Do you hold an undergraduate degree from a Texas college or

university? Yes No If no, which state?
Was your undergraduate major in physical education? Yes No

If no, what was your undergraduate major?
Was your undergraduate minor in physical education? Yes No

If no, what was your undergraduate minor?
What is your graduate major?
What is your graduate minor?
How many graduate semester hours have you attained?

0,3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30,33 M.S., M.S. plus, Ph.D/Ed.D

1B. Course work completed

Which of the following courses have you taken during your
professional preparation? Darken the circle under the proper
column. Enter the number of semester hours for each course.

Course undergraduate graduate hours

athletic injuries 0 0
first aid 0 0
anatomy 0 0
physiology 0 0
health education 0 0
kinesiology 0 0
athletic training 0 0
athletic conditioning 0 0
adaptive physical education 0 0
philosophy of athletics 0 0
principles of coaching 0 0
organization/administration of 0 0

phys. ed./athletics
philosophy of physical education 0 0
officiating 0 0
psychology of coaching 0 0
biomechanics/mechanical analysis 0 0
theories of learning 0 0
sociology of sport 0 0
growth and development 0 0
speech 0 0

exercise physiology 0 0
sport law 0 0
public relations/marketing 0 0

Coaching methods courses:

baseball/softball 0 0
basketball 0 0
cross country 0 0
football 0 0
golf 0 0
gymnastics 0 0
soccer 0 0
swimming o 0
tennis o 0
track and field 0 0
volleyball 0 0
wrestling 0 0
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1C. Coaching Experience

Please fill in the following chart by signifying the number of

years of coaching experience (1,2,3 etc.) for each sport, at the

appropriate level of competition.

Sport

baseball
basketba11
cross country
football
golf
gymnastics
soccer
softball
swimming
tennis
track and field
volleyball
wrestling

Jr.

H i..MMwh

High School College
Head Asst. Fr_

P.ro Military

Check the following professional organizations of
currently a member:

AAHPERD m
TAHPERD

which you are

Texas High School Coaches Assoc.
Any national coaches association,__

Check the frequency of your attendance at coaching schools and

clinics:

over one a year one a year every 2 years
every 3 years every 4 years never

1D. Current Coaching Assignment

Classification of assignment: 5A 4A 3A 2A A

Please fill in the following
duties.

chart to illustrate your present

Smort

baseball
basketball
cross country
football
golf
gymnastics
soccer
softball
swimming
tennis
track and field
volleyball
wrestling

Head Coach
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

High School
Assistant Varsity

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

JV/Fresh.
00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
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1E. Competitive Background

Please list the number of years (1 year = 1 sport season) of yourcompetitive experience in the following sports:

Sport Jr. High College Pro Military
High School

baseball
basketball
cross country
football
golf
gymnastics
soccer
softball
swimming
tennis
track and field
volleyball
wrestling

2. Professional Preparation of Coaches

2A. Minimum Standards of Preparation

Do you believe the caliber of coaches and coaching in Texas couldbe improved by have a minimum standard of certification for thecoaching of athletics in Texas schools? (This would be inaddition to the teacher's certificate now required.)

Yes No

2B. Recommended Course Work for Professional Preparation

Please check E for essential, D for desirable, or NE for non-essential, each of the following courses which you would
recommend coaches of interscholastic athletics have in theirprofessional preparation. Please also check under adequae orinadequate your feeling in respect to your own professional
preparation.

Course E D NE Adec. Inadec. (X)athletic injuries o 0 0 0 0first aid 0 0 0 0 0anatomy 0 0 0 0 0physiology 0 0 0 0 0health education 0 0 0 0 0kinesiology 0 0 0 0 0
athletic training 0 0 0 0 0athletic conditioning 0 0 0 0 0adaptive physical education o 0 0 0 0philosophy of athletics o 0 0 0 0
principles of coaching 0 0 0 0 0organization/administration 0 0 0 0 0

of phys. ed./athletics
philosophy of phys. ed. 0 0 0 0 0officiating 0 0 0 0 0psychology of coaching 0 0 0 0 0biomechanics/mechanical 0 0 0 0 0

analysis
theories of learning o 0 0 0 0sociology of sport 0 0 0 0 0growth and development 0 0 0 0 0speech 0 0 0 0 n
exercise physiology 0 0 0 0 0sport law 0 0 0 0 0public relations/marketing 0 0 0 0 0
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Coaching Methods Courses:

baseball/softball 0 0 0 0 0
basketball 0 0 0 0 0
cross country 0 0 0 0 0

football 0 0 0 0 0

golf 0 0 0 0 0

gymnastics 0 0 O0O
soccer 0 0 0 0.O

swimming 0 0 0 0 0

tennis 0 0 0 0 0

track and field 0 0 0 0 0
volleyball 0 O 0 0O
wrestling 0 0 0 0 0

Please review the list above, and in the far right hand column,

in the space provided, place an X next to only the 12 courses you
feel MUST be included in a coaching curriculum at the

undergraduate level. The section that includes coaching methods

courses should be treated as one course.

Would you favor a student coaching program (internship) for

prospective coaches during their professional preparation,

similar to the student teaching experience?

Yes No

2C. Recommended Hiring Criteria

Please fill in under E for essential, D for desirable, or NE for

non-essential, each of the items below which you would consider

in the hiring of an interscholastic coach.

Criteria E D E

scholarship/transcript evaluation 0 0 0

playing experience 0 0 0

varsity letters: High school 0 0 0
College 0 0 0

coaching record and experience 0 0 0

major or minor in physical education 0 0 0

school graduated from 0 0 0

ability to demonstrate sport skills 0 0 0

speaking ability 0 0 0

character 0 0 0

appearance 0 0 0
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2D. Coaching Certification

2D1. Would you favor a state coaching certification for
coaches in Texas in addition to the required teaching
certification?

Yes No

If no, please state your reasons:

If yes, would
a.

b.

C.

d. __ _

you favor certification of: (Check one)
head coaches only
head and assistant varsity coaches
all coaches
only coaches in specific sports

If you checked (d.) above, please list the sports for
which you favor certification:

If you favor such certification of coaches, would you favor:
(check one)

a. a physical education major
b. a physical education minor
c. completion of specified courses in physical

education

If you checked (c.) above, how many semester hours would you
consider necessary for certification? (circle)

3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30 other
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2D2. Would you favor a state coaching certification separate
from teaching certification? (That is, a process that would
allow a person to coach without being teacher certified?)

Yes No

If no, please state your reasons.

If yes, would you favor certification of: (Check one)
a. head coaches only
b. head and assistant varsity coaches
c. all coaches
d. only coaches in specific sports

If you checked (d.) above, please list the sports for
which you favor certification:

If you favor such certification of coaches, would you favor:
(check one)

a. a physical education major
b. a physical education minor
c. completion of specified courses in physical

education

If you checked (c.) above, how many semester hours
would you consider necessary for certification?
(circle)

3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27,30 other
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If any process for coaching certification became a reality in
Texas, would you favor making it retroactive to include all
coaches?

Yes No

If no, please state your reasons:

If yes, how many years would you allow as a grace period for
attainment of the certification? (circle)

1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8,9,10

If current coaches were exempted from any certification process,
do you feel that such certification should be implemented for
future coaches in Texas?

Yes No

Regardless of a certification process, do you favor a special
college curriculum for preparing those who wish to coach
athletics?

Yes No

In 1967 a Task Force of the American Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation proposed the following
preparation for academic teachers without a major or minor in
physical education who wished to coach:

scientific principles of coaching
principles and problems of coaching
medical aspects of athletics
coaching theory and techniques

3 semester
3 semester
3 semester
6 semester

15 total

Would you please comment on the above recommendation:
(pro, con, recommendations, opinions, etc.)

Additional comments and ideas pertaining to the issue of the
certification of coaches would be appreciated. Use this space for
such comments.

hours
hours
hours
hours
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StEDWARDS
UNIVERSflY
A U S T I N- T E X A S Intercollegiate Atheltics

January 7, 1991

Dear Athletic Director:

As a doctoral candidate at the University of North Texas, I am
conducting a study to determine the educational background and perceptions
of Texas high school coaches. Of additional interest is the development of
an undergraduate coaching curriculum.

Your staff (men's & women's // men's // women's) has been randomly
selected from the 1990-91 Texas Sports Guide of High Schools and Colleges.
I have enclosed copies of a questionnaire along with a self addressed and
stamped return envelope. This survey will require less than 10 minutes to
complete. At your convenience, please distribute a copy of the survey to
each member of your coaching staff, collect, and return them in the envelope
provided.

Your school will not be identified in the study. To insure the
confidentiality of each set of responses, only a coded number is on the
return envelope. This number will enable a follow up in the event that not
reply is received. There is no indication on the survey itself, by name or
number, as to the identity of the respondent.

This study has the approval of the Texas High School Coaches
Association. They will be provided a copy of all data. Please distribute,
collect, and return these surveys as soon as possible. I realize that not
all members of your staff will have the time or interest to participate, so
please return those forms that are completed at your earliest convenience.

Your cooperation and that of your coaching staff is sincerely
appreciated. Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

4ohn Knorr
thletic Director
associate Professor Sport Management

3001 South Congress Ave.
Austin, Texas 78704-6489
512-448-8400
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StEDWARDS
UNIVERSITY
A U S T I N T E X A S Intercollegiate Atheltics

Dear Coach:

Approximately one month ago you received a set of surveys
concerning the development of a model curriculum for the
undergraduate preparation of high school coaches. Included with
this was a self addressed, stamped envelope for your ease in
returning the completed surveys.

I realize that this is a busy time of the year. If you have
distributed these surveys I would appreciate their prompt return.
If you have not, I would very much appreciate your help in this
matter. As my dissertation concerns the perspective of secondary
coaches on their academic preparation, I am looking at an end of
the school year deadline. Without your help I will be forced to
wait until fall to receive the needed number of replies.

Thank you for your time and consideration. Believe me, I know
how busy you are and I sincerely appreciate any completed surveys
you can return.

Sincerely,

John Knorr
Athletic Director
Baseball Coach

3001 South Congress Ave.
Austin. Texas 78704-6489
512-448-8400
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